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eastern farm. There is sometimes a
mistake made aod much ground
great
Dentist,
lost by wrung definitions, and it may be
MAINS.
safely said in this connection that the
NORWAY.
"worn-out" detinition does this very
OtUce Hour»—9 to 13—1 to 4.
thing. It says altogether too much. It
is the farmer and not the farm that is
r. smith,
worn out, his wholesome methods gone,
his knowledge of the new things requirΔ Forney at Law,
ed by bis land lacking and his energy, if
MAINE.
NORWAY,
he has it, misdirected.
Collections a Specialty.
Horn-κ k.
If there is any one in this country
who really believes that land will wear
cut, let him take a trip to the old world
KRR1CK A I'ARK.
and he will never use tbe term again,
Attorneys at Law,
for there the rule is that the longer the
It all
land is cultivated the better it is.
MAINS.
KTHJCL,
Κ lier y C. Park
depends on the handling of tbe land and
Λ 111.0' s. Η or rick.
not on the laud itself. I have not been
able to discover that the rich lands of
&
J. \.
Europe are in charge of people who are
scientifically educated. In fact, they
EN0INEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
employ methods in their work that any
High Street, South Parle, Maine.
one in America would laugh at, though
Telephone 111-12.
this is mainly because labor is cheap
and can safely be handled in a way that
order.
Plana
made
to
Map· and
would bankrupt any American farmer,
ûap«->f ttet'.t' orlands anil pocket maps of I
and besides the land is bo soft and mel•aak «oust; fur .ale.
low that it often will not bold up maPublishers of the Atlaa of Maine.)
chinery as ours will.
The only trouble witb us is that we
We skim it
use a farm as a makeshift.
and get off of it what we can in a hurry,
while we are gettiug ready for some oc14 Main St., Norway, Me.
cupation that we imagine we shall like
better. Till this feeling that farming is
beneath the level of an intelligent man
t>ecomes a good deal less common than
it is now, there can be no great improveOf course the
ment in the business.
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As Others S«e Us.
Mr. Lowell Roudebush of Ohio who
has been in the state for a number of
weeks sends the following note· of bis
trip to tbe National Stockman:
Maine—the birthplace of Bill Nye,
Stephen Collins Foster, Sargent S. Prentiss and many others of no less note—
boasts (and she bas a right to) tbat there
is a Patron of Husbandry for each eleven
of her inhabitants. That the Grange
has
materially influenced legislation
lines there is
along advanced aspractical
seen in the pure seed,
ample evidenoe
state dairy instructor and tbe apple packing laws, not to say anything about
farmers1 institutes and dairy schools.
In the battle for pure seeds Maine has
been the skirmish line with Kentucky an
the battle line. It is to be hoped that
more states will follow these two in preventing the United States from being
the dumping ground for all the bad
seeds of Europe. Maine has a state
dairy instructor whose duty it is to hold
schools of instruction and to organize
cow testing associations, thus enabling
farmers to do better work and to eliminate the star boarders from their herds.
The apple packing law was enacted in
1008 and is patterned after the Oregon
law. It will be strictly enforced next
year, and a partial compliance has been
so beneficial to both producer and con
snmer that Maine apples are in greater
demand than ever. Farmers' institutes
are for the most part held in Grange
halls of which there are a goodly number in each county and town. These
halls are large in size, nicely furnished,
with large kitchens and dining rooms
attached. The Pleasant Valley Grange,
So. 274, Knox County, is probably one
of the most complete in the state. The
social and educational features of tbe
Grange have been pronouncedly emphasized in Maine—beyond any other state
—and this has been an uplift to the
farmers of a state where pure agriculture for a long time was supposed to be
This in turn has changed
a side issue.
the flow from to the farm and raised the
standard of intelligence and morality in
the rural districts. All honor is due to
the Patrons of Husbandry of Maine.
We are in Maine and have seen more
neglected apple orchards than in any
other state.
New England—the home of the apple
—is in the rear so far as spraying is con-

cerned.

The apple maggot is doing more harm
than any other insect pest.
The Japanese plums are badly infected with the black knot, but are profitable in some localities.
Apple trees live to great age in Maine
and all of New England but never get to
are
any great size. In the latter they
very much like tbe Pacific Coast states.
of
made
out
More net money has been
tlie Ben Davis than any other varietyIt bears and looks well.
tree for tree.
The Mcintosh Red is a great favorite
with many orcbardists, but all varieties
seem to be intensely local in all New

Knglaud.

quite a slump locally
apples during tbe last
Abnormally warm weather

There has been
for all varieties of

fortnight.

un

worked and has been
cultivated a hundred years or so and
bas out been allowed to rua down more
than the average. It has fair fences
and buildings, free mail delivery, and
Fairly easy markets for anything but the
In that section
more perishable truck.
dozen this
egg* are bringing 40cents a
wiuter, aud almost everything else that
the same
is
on
the farmer has to sell
high scale. Never have prices of farm
produce been so high, and never has the
land been so low. What is the matter?
Let the thousands of young men who
are going into the farm schools do so
with the idea that farming is one of the
most complex callings in the world; let
them qualify themselves for the calling
as thoroughly as they can, and then let
them take up the problem of the 'wornout" and abandoned farm with their
own minds and hands.
They can buy
plenty of such farms for a thousand or
the dormant
back
two apiece, bring
fertility, show the doubting and disappearing people that it is there and
that there is a profit behind it, and in
doing so they will do more towards
solving the problem of the farm than
many times their number will as teachers who are not attached in any way to
it,

quickly absorbed.

K. W. t

applied

loubted success that it always has been.
A*e hear that the Connecticut farm has
tgain demonstrated that it is a good one
ind has shown the people of that localiland
ty how foolish it was to drop such
tnd run off to the city.
There have been several queries of
late as to the cheap laud in this state
tnd how to get bold of it. It seems to
ne that all the land in the state is cheap,
tad unaccountably so. I have direct
information of the sale of good land in
tbe middle of the state for $10 or $15 an

Coal at
J. W. Walker &.

as

who is not up to the common
level, has been given significance by tbe
a
way some farmers do business, but as
whole, it is just as improper a term as
the older one, "blacksmith," applied to
a botch workman of any sort, because
Let
some blacksmiths are poor ones.
the farmer adopt the business as a life
work and take up his farm as something
that will repay his best thought and exertion and there will be no more belittling of the really one occupation in the
world that can be called independent.
There has beeu much harm done in
the schools for the farmer, along with
the good. The object of young men
who went into them bas been too often
Merely to ma\e, not farmers of themselves, but faim teachers. It goes a long
if you
way further in the line of proof
lo what you advocate doing instead of
one
some
told
stopping after you have
jlse how to do it. When Prof. Heury of
the University of Wisconsin sent his sou
to take up an abandoned Connecticut
farm and took a direct band in restoring
it to cultivation, he did more in a cerain way than he did iu establishing the
some one

I

has been the cause.
Maine had more apples on exhibition
at tbe Boston Apple Show, October 19th24th, than all the rest of New England.
Maine has a packing and labeling law
in which she has copied after the Canadian and Oregon law though not so radical as that of the latter.
With better care in tillage or mulching, pruning, spraying, fertilizing and
the -cutting out of trees that are not
even fillers but pilferers, New England
as a whole should be and would be the
best orchard state so far as it relates to
the apple. So long as trees are neither
tilled n<»r mulched, pruned nor sprayed
and are set like a wind-break with no
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centago of seedling* and purely local
varieties are used the Ohio, Illinois,
Pennsylvania and New York orchardists
will liave tbe market because of laok of

competition.

Tbe New Englaud states bave tbe best
local market and opportunity for capturing tbe foreign trade of any part of
the United States because of tbe great
army of working people receiving good
wages and the large percentage of millionaires and ber close proximity to tbe
centers. Will she be equal to

shipping

the occasion?
One reason for the decadence of the
farmer's orchard bas been tbat fishing
was too good and summer boarders too

plentiful.
Tbe Apple Exposition at Boston opened tbe eyes of all New England as to the
possibilities of growing apples profitably, and with tbe conditions named
above

eliminated—tbey

England will
apple states of

come

to

the Union.

can

her

be—New

own—the

Lowkll Roudebush.

Hfgh Time.
So much has been said concerning the
that tbe
Waning, Sawing and Job Work. these lands.—Cor. Country Gentleman. advance in the cost of livingstarted
an
secretary of agriculture has
U atched Pine Shoa'.hlng for Sale.
investigation. It is alleged at Washington that the president has suggested
Capital, Brains and Education.
G. W. CIIAUDLEK,
A young Boston dentist who contract- such a step, as high prices are being
Of
Maine. ed tuberculosis, was obliged to leave bis charged up to the administration.
w ·»ι Sumaer.

been on a farm course crop failures, and comets, and all
practice.
to the
more than one or two weeks each sum- catastrophes are always charged up
This is a peculiarity of
mer when he was a boy, but he decided party in power.
obno
is
There
He tirst subscribed for our American politics.
to go farming.
a number of different farm papers, aud
jection to such an investigation. It will
read them all carefully and decided he be found, so far as things eatable are
concerned, tbat natural causes lie largely
would go in for potatoes and dairying.
ManHe had bought a farm in the central at tbe bottom of present prices.
affect them for a time,
part of Maine and bought such improv- ipulation may
ed farm machinery as would help him before eupply is definitely ascertained;
in the crib and stook in
to get out the most work with the leant but with grain
a
amount of hired help. lie carefully the feedyards it then becomes chiefly
We
studied all the reports from the ezperi question of eupply and demand.
with
inent station, he seut samples of the soil bave not kept pace in production
seems a
From different parts of his fields to the our consumptive demands. It
in an investistation and found out iust what they pity to waste much money
□eeded in the way of plant foods to gation tbat will bump its shins promptly
we
make good potato ground of them, and on that fact. It is to be hoped that
he opened a set of farm books, one set will bave no bull-in-a-china-shop admintbe
Tor each department as one would han- istration act, such as the row about
packing housei a few years ago, now
dle the accounts of a large store.
reasonEverything that is bought for the that producers are getting paid
ably well for their toil. When the fundaiiy department is carefully charged to
of
that department, a Babcock tester is damental industry prospers, no part
to profit.
used and the cows that he bought that the body economic can fail
too faut—
did not pay were sold and only those are Farmers are getting rich none
is the not nearly so fast as many suppose.
kept that show a fair profit and it
spells
iame in otber departments of the entire But a rich agricultural population
What is the result? Starting incalculable prosperity for the people.
farm.
for
tive years ago in bad health, in debt, Tbey can afford to pay blgb prices
Gawith no practical knowledge of farming food for a little while.—Breeders'
bat a good business training, he has zette.
Can't find much fault with that. But
made a success. Which is the better
in production
a little or use all why haven't we kept pace
brains
use
to
your
way,
with our consumptive demands? Does
brawn?
farmers get
The foiegoing is written by a corre- the fact that a great many
of tbe consumer's dollar
spondent of the Maine Parmer. The only a third to do with it?—Maine
have anything
Farmer comments editorially thus:
"This man had capital, brains and Parmer.
education, and he succeeded—naturally.
Does that combination describe the
A Good Cow Testing Story.
average country boy when be has finishDairy Instructor Merrill told us a
ed the term of school that the average
regarding one of the
parent· can afford to give him? The pretty good story
new members in a cow-testing associaof
himself.
care
take
can
boy
exceptional
tion. When be first joined he was feedWhat becomes of the average boy?"
ing bis herd a per capita grain ration
mide up of 2 quarts ootton seed meal
Good Horses Scarce in Portland.
and 2 quarts 4 X, wbiob cost eight and
"I don't think I can recall the time one-half cents.
Ou the advice of the tester he rather
when it was so difficult to buy a good
obanged the ration to four
pair of heavy horses at anything like a reluctantly
a mixture made up as follows:
of
as
is
it
at
pounds
present,"
reasonable price
cotton
One part ground oats, one part
said Chief Bldridge recently.
corn meal, one-half
"The Are department will need sev- seed meal, one part
one-half part 4 X, and
eral pairs of horses within a compara- part gluten,
oost of
I bare been look- one-half part linseed meal. The
and
time
short
tively
and the
the idea of seeing If I this ration was only six cents,
with
around
ing
increased their procould not ând some desirable pairs for eight cows actually
to duction, so that at the end of two
sale, but thus far I bave been unable
were each giving their ownAnd any animals suited for the purpose months tbey
a rea- er twenty-five cents more profit per
I want them for, at anything like
week, than before the change. It oost
sonable figure.
eighty oents per month
"When electric ears replaced horse this dairyman
have his oows tested, bnt as this
to
into
came
geoera'
cars and antomobiles
dolhorse flesh eighty cents brought him back eight
use, it was predicted that
lars we suspect tbat he doesn't feel cheatmarket,
the
on
a
be
soon
drug
would
ed.—Maine Parmer.
but if any one thinks It is, they just
want to go out and try to buy a good
like a
pair of draft horses at anything
A good rack for feeding sheep can be
reasonable (rice."—Express.
made by almost any sensible farmer.
About all that is needed is a support
that it shall not fall to the
the for the bay so
out
ran
colts
where
countries
In
and be wasted and also be bandy
mature horse· have ground
the
around
year
for the sheep to get at.—Farm Journal.
He had
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At tbe doorway of the Crown and
Miter Charles met them, evidently seriously disturbed. "No petrol to be
hnd here, sir," he announced reluctantly, "but tbe landlord will send to the

next Inn. a mile up the road, for some.
You will hare to be patient, I'm afraid,
sir."
"Very well. Get some one to help
you push the car in from the road,"
ordered Rrentwick. "We will be wait-

ing in oue of the private parlors."
The
Thank you, sir."
"Yes, sir.

mechanician touched the visor of bis
cap and hurried off.
"Come, Kirk wood." Gently Brentwick drt*w the girl In with him.
A rosy cheeked and beaming landlady met him in the corridor and. all
bows and smiles, ushered him into a
private parlor reserved for the party,
immediately bustling off in a desperate (lurry to secure refreshments de-

sired by Brentwlck.
The plrl hnd seated herself on one
of an
extremely comfortless
end
lounge and was making a palpable
Brentwlck
effort to seem at ease.
stood at one of the windows, shoulders rounded and bead bent, bands
clasped behind his back as he peered
out into the ulght. Klrkwood dropped
the traveling bag beneath a chair the
farthest removed from the doorway
and took to pacing the floor.
In a corner of the room a tall grand-

father's clock ticked off ten intermina-

ble mluutos.

For some reason uncon-

scionably delaying, the landlady did
Brentwlck, abruptly
not
reappear.
turuiug from the window, remarked

querulously, then drew a chair
the
up to a marble topped table in
middle of the floor.
"My dear," he requested the girl,

the fa<-t

"will you oblige me by sitting over
here? And, Philip, bring up a chair,
if you will. We must not permit ourselves to worry, and I have something
here which tuay perhaps engage your
interest for awhile."
To humor him and alleviate his evident distress of mind they acceded.
Kirkwood found himself seated opposite Dorothy. Suddenly Charles burst
unceremoniously In. leaving the door
wide open.
"Mr. Breutwick, sir," he cried gustily. "that other car"—
With a smothered ejaculation Klrkwood leaped to his feet, tugglug at the
weapon in his pocket. In another in-

stant he had the revolver exposed.
The girl's cry of alarm. Interrupting the
mechanician, fixed Brentwlck'» attention on the young man. He, too, stood

very quickly to
flncers round
Kirk wood's wrist, while with the othpr hand he laid hold of the revolver
and by a single twist wreuched it
up.

reaching

I'l'imn

over

simnlo

Rfrnncr

away.
Κ irk wood turued upon him In fury.
••So." he cried, shaking with passion,
"this is what your hospitality meant!
You're going to"—
dear young friend," Interrupted
a flash of Impatience,
"remember that If I had designed to
betray you 1 could have asked no bet-

"My

Breutwlck. with

ter opportunity than when you were
my guest under my own roof."
"But—hang it all, Brentwlck," expostulated Klrkwood, ashamed and
rout rite, but worked upon by desperite apprehension, "I didn't mean that,

hut"—
"Would you have bullets flying when
she is uear?" demanded Brentwlck
scathingly. Hastily he slipped the revolver upon a little shelf beneath the
table top.
"Sir," he informed Kirkwood with some heat. "I love you as

my own son, but you're a young fool,
us I have been in my time and as 1
would to heaven I might be again!
Can't
Be advised. I'blllp—be calm.
It's the only way to sav· your
.Tea.sure?"
"Hang the Jewels!" retorted Klrkwood warmly. "What"—
"Sir, who said anything about the
jewels ?"
As Brentwlck spoke Calendar's corwou see

pulent figure filled the doorway; Stry-

weather worn features loomed
his shoulder, distorted In a cheerful leer.
"As to tl:e jewels," announced the
fat adventurer, "I've got a word to
say. If you |>ut It to me that way."

ker's
over

He paused on the threshold, partly
for dramatic effect, partly for his own
satisfaction. In his hand a revolver
appeared, poised for immediate use If
there

were

need.

There was none.

primal

Brentwlck, at his

appearance, had

dropped

a

TUESDAY,

JANUARY

most souud advice and remind you
that pistol shots are apt to attract
undesirable attention. It wouldn't be
wise for you to bring the police about
I believe that In substance
our ears.
such was your sapient counsel to me in
the cabin of the Alethea, was It not?
And you, sir," fixing Brentwlck with a
cold, unfriendly eye, "you animated
fossil, whai might your name be?"

"It might be Brentwlck," eaid that
gentleman placidly.
"Brentwlck, eh? Well, I like a man
But permit me to advise
of spirit.

By Louis Joseph Vane·

^opyright.

~t*

per-

emptory hand on Kirkwood's shoulder,
forcing the young man back to his

time he resumed
At the
seat.
The girl had not stirred
his own.
from hers since the first alarm. She
eat as if trausflxed with terror, leaning forward with her elbows on the
table, her hnnds tightly clasped, her
face, a little blanched, turned to the
But her scarlet lips were set
door.
same

and firm with inflexible purpose, and
her brown eyes met Calendar's with a
look level aud unflinching.
Beyond
this she gave no sign of recognition.
Nearest of the four to the adventurwas
Charles, the mechanician,
ers
paused in affrighted astonishment at
eight of the revolver. Calendar, chooslng to advance suddenly, poked the
muzzle of the weapon Jocularly iu the
man's ribs. "Beat it, Four Byes!" he
snapped. "This Is your cue to duck!

Get out of ray yay!"
The mechanician Jumped as if shot,
then hastily retreated to the table, his
sallow features working beneath the
mask which had excited the fat

you"—

"Gladly," nodded. Brentwlck.
"Eh? Don't come a second time between father and daughter. Another
man might not be as patient as I, Mr.
Brentwlck. There's a law In the land,
if you don't happen to know it."

DOROTHY

Klrkwood saw her knuckles
beneath the gloves;
otherwise her mouth seemed to grow

tighten

more

straight

and hard.
cried the adventurer,
"Yon
touch of displeasure.

"Good evening, all!" he saluted them
with
blandly. "Dorothy, my child,"
assumed concern, "you're looking a
I'm afraid you've been
trifle upset.
must
keeping late hours. Little girls
lose the
be careful,, you know, or they
Mr.
btoom of roses In their cheeks.
Klrkwood, ifs a pleasure to meet you

again. Permit ixg

to

gVflfrrW

ting anything you write It down In
yoar little book and tell the bobby on
the corner. Just at present I've got
other business than to stand round
admitting anything about anything.
Cap'n. let's httve that bag of my dutiful daughter's."

•"Ere you are." Stryker spoke for
the first time since entering the room,
taking the valise from beneath the
chair and depositing It on thé table.
"Well, we shan't take anything that
doesn't belong to us," laughed Calendar, fumbling with t£e catch, "not
even so small a matter as my own
child's traveling bag. À small—heavy
—gladstone bag." he grunted, opening
the valise and plunging In one greedy

der was—oranges, a dozen or more
small, round, golden globes of ripe
fruit, perhaps a shade overripe, therefore the more aromatic.

"Dorothy!"

with

a

heard me?"

whatever naine you prefer to sail
under?"
Calendar glared at biui aghast, tlieii
heaved a profound sigh, shrugged hi:
fat shoulders and beut his bead lu
thought An Instant later he looked
up. "You can't do It" he Informed the
"You haven't
detective vehemently.
got a shred of evideuce against me!
What's there? A pile of oranges and
What of It? Be
a peck of trash!
or

sides," he threatened, "If you pinch
me you'll have to take the girl in too
I swear that whatever stealing was
I'll not be trapped
done she did It
this way by her and let her off with
out a squeal. Take me—take ber. d'you
hear?"

heard

you,"

"Thank you," said the girl with an
effort.
"Well," the adventurer delivered his
peroration, "I certainly am blamed
glad to hear it 'Twouldn't've been a
square deal any othtr way."
Then, with an uncertain nod comprehending the girl, Klrkwood and Brentwick. "So long!" he said thickly and

of going with this man."
Calendar's features twitched nerv
ously. Ho chewed a corner of Ills
mustache, fixing the girl with a black
stare. "I presume." he remarked, aft
er a moment, with slow délibération,
·""!

am id η

.........
—

·—

«..Ilia·

no
—

—

position to compel you to

turned, with the detective's hand under his arm, and, accompanied by the
thoroughly cowed Stryker, waddled out

of the room.
tue
exouus,
îurkwoou,
rouowing
closed the door with elaborate care
and slowly, deep in thought, returned
to the table.
Brentwlck bad slipped down In his
chair, resting hie silvered head upon
Its back, and was smiling serenely up
at the low yellow celling. Before him

1

ac-

company me."
"I shall not go with you," Iterated
Dorothy In a level tone. "You may
tbreateu me. but-1 shall uot go. Mr
Brent wick and Mr. Kirkwood are taking me to—friends, who will give me a

table Ills long white fingers
drumming an inaudible tune.
Presently rousing, he caught Kirkwood's eye and smiled sheepishly, like
a child caught in Innocent mischief.
The younger man grinned broadly.
"And you were responsible for all that!"
he commented, Infinitely amused.
Brentwlck nodded, twinkling self satisfaction. "I contrived it all," he said.
"Neat, I call it too." Ills old eyes
brightened with reminiscent enjoyment. "Inspiration," he crowed softly
—"inspiration, pure and s'mpie. I'd been
worrying my wits for fully five min-

on

home until I can find a way to take
That Is all I have to
care of myself.
say to you."

"Bravo, my dear!" cried Brentwick
Encouragingly.
"Mind your business, sir!" thundered
Calendar, his face darkening, then
to Dorothy, "You understand. I trust,
what this means?" he demanded. "I
offer you a home, and a good one. Ke
fuse and you work for your living,
You've forfeited your leg
my girl!

acy"—

and seemed In such a precious hurry
that the diamond merchant's suspicions were roused. We're sending over
for them, Miss Calendar, so you can
make your mind easy about your JewYou'll have them back lu a few
els.

days."

she replied a little
wearily, more than a little contemptuously. "Don't mind him. please. Mr
Klrkwood!" with an appealing ges
ture, as Klrkwood. unable to contain
himself, moved restlessly lu his chair,
threatening to rise. "Don't say anything. I have no intention whatever
"1

the

were

"Philip, I maint it, every word!"

Tbe adventurer ripped out au oatb.
he raged In fury. "Done
utes before Wotton settled the matter
Done by that Infernal
up, I swear!
by telling me about the captain's hirsneak—me, blind as a bat!"
ing of the motor car. Then in a Hash
He fell suddenly silent, tbe blood
1 bad It.
I talked with Charles by
For a breath Calendar glowered ovel congesting In ble face; as suddenly
name is really Charles,
telephone—his
observed
he
tbe
"I
her. Then,
presume,"
broke fortb again, haranguing
the bye—overcame his conscientious
by
are
Inspired by company.
"that all these heroics
scruples about playing his fish when
Do
that whippersnapper Kirkwood.
"That's why be went out and bought
«ere already all but landed and
know that he hasn't a brass far
Is It? Think of It—me they

"I know, I know," she told him In
Won't
"I am conteut.
cold disdain.
me
you be kind enough to leave
alone 7"

you

thing to bless himself with?"

"What has that"— cried the girl In

dignantly.
"Why, It has everything to do with
me, my child. As your doting parent
I cau't consent to your marrying not h
lug a year, for 1 surmise you iutend t>
marry this Mr. Kirkwood, don't you?"
There followed a little luterval ol
silence, while the warm blood flame
in the girl's face and the red lip
trembled as she faced her tormentor

Then, with a quaver that escaped bci
control, "If Mr. Kirkwood asks me ι
shall," she stated very simply.
"That," interposed Kirkwood. "i
Ills gaz<
completely understood."
sought her eyes, but she looked away
"You forget that I am your father."
sneered Calendar, "and that you are η

minor. I can refuse my consent."
"But you won't," Kirkwood told him
with assurance.
"No," he
The adventurer stared.
agreed after slight hesitation; "do. I
shan't Interfere. Take her, my boy. If
you want her, and a father's
Into the bargain. The Lord knows I've
troubles enough. Δ parent's lot Is not
He
what It's cracked up to be."

blessing

paused, leering, Ironic. "But," delib
erately, "there's still this other matI don't mind

ter of the gladstone bag.
abandoning^ my parental authority
when my child's happiness is concerned, but as for my property"—
"It Is not your
the girl.

property," interrupted

"It was your mother's, dear child.
It's now mine."
"I dispute that assertion," Kirkwood
put In.
"You may dispute It till the cows
The fact will recome home, my boy.
main that I Intend to take my property
with me when I leave this room,
whether you like it or not. Now, are
you disposed to continue the argumeut.
or may I count on your being sensi-

cles round any tec that ever blew out
of Scotland Yard! Give me an hour's
start and you're free to do all the
fanny business you've a mind to with
—Scotland Yard!"
"Then you admit," queried Brentwick civilly, "that you've no legal title
to the Jewels In dispute?"
"Look here, my friend,"

ftV Calendar; "when you cttcfa

chuckled
m« admit-

"Mulready!"

those oranges,
elttlug in tbe hotel In Antwerp and
bim lugging in oranges by tbe bagful
because he was fond of fruit! When
did be do It? How do I know? If 1
knew, would I be here, and him the
devil knows where this minute? When
That's
my back was turned, of coursel
why be was so hot about picking a
Wanted to get
on the boat, eb?

fight

off and take to tbe woods,
leaving me with this! And that's why
he felt so awful done up he wouldn't
take a hand at hunting you two down,
hey? I'll camp on his trail for tbe
I'll
rest of bis natural born days!
have bib eyeteeth for this! I'll"—
He swayed, gibbering with rage, bis
countenance frightfully contorted, his
fat hands shaking as he struggled for
thrown

expression.

And then, while yet their own astonheld
Dorothy, Klrkwood,
ishment
Brentwick and Stryker speechless,
Charles, the mechanician, moved suddenly upon the adventurer.
There followed two metallic clicks.

Calendar's ravings

were

abrupted

as

If his tongue bad been paralyzed, lie
fell back a pace, flabby jowls pale and

shaking, ponderous jaw dropping on
his breast, mouth wide and eyes
crazed as he shook violently before
bim his thick, fleshy wrists, securely
handcuffed.
Simultaneously the bold mechanician
whirled about, bounded eagerly
the floor and caught Stryker at the
in
door, his dexterous Angers twisting
tbe captain's collar as be jerked him
back and tripped him.
"Mr. Klrkwood," he cried, "here,
across

please,

one

moment!

Take this man's

gun from him, will you?"
Klrkwood sprang to bis assistance
and without encountering much trouble succeeded In wresting α revolver

from Stryker's Ilinp, flaccid Angers.
Roughly tbe mechanician shook the
man, dragging him to his feet. "Now,"
he ordered sternly, "you march to that
corner, stick your nose In It and be

good!

You can't get away If you try.
men outsid'e, waiting for

I've got other

you to come out Understand?'
Trembling like a whipped cur, Stry
ker meekly obeyed his instructions to
the letter.
The mechanician, with a contemptu
ous laugh, leaving htm. strode back to
Calendar, meanwhile whipping off hU

band
Ko^glee. and clapped a heart}·
shoulupon the ndventurer's quaking
ders.
"Well," he cried, "and are you still
sailing circles round tbe men from

Scotland Yard, Simmons or Bellows or
Sanderiioo or Calendar or Crcnibstone,

y
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hand, "will—Just—about—do for mine!"
"I· think." pnt In the clear, bland acWith which he produced the article lents of Brentwlck, "we cân consider
mentioned.
"This for the discard, that matter settled. I have here, my
"I congratulate you on your success cap'n," he laughed contentedly, push- man," nodding to the adventurer us
In evading it," observed Brentwlck, ing the girl's valise aside, and, rum- he took up the black leather wallet—
undisturbed. "And It was considerate bling with stentorian mirth, stood "I have here a little matter which may
of you not to employ it in this in- beaming benlgnantly over the aeeem
clear up any lingering doubts as to
stance."
Then, with a sharp change bled (ompany.
pour standing which you may be dishe
demanded.
sir!"
of tone, "Come,
"Why," he exclaimed, "this moment posed at present to entertain."
in
Intruded
"You have unwarrantably
is worth all it cost me! My children,
He extracted a slip of cardboard and
this room, which I have engaged for I forgive you freely.
Mr. Klrkwood, at arm's length laid it on the table
Get through with I felicitate you cordially on having
my private use.
edge beneath the adventurer's eyes.
secured a most expensive wife. Really, The latter, bewi'dered, bent over It for
your business and be off with you."
"All in good time, my antediluvian d'you know, 1 feel as If I ought to a moment, breathing heavily, then
friend. When I've wound up my busi- do a little something for you both."
straightened back, shook himself,
But,
ness here I'll go—hot before.
The thick, mottled fingers tore nerv- laughed shortly with a mirthless note
to
down
we'll
get
just to oblige you.
ously at the catch. Eventually he got and faced the detective.
It. Klrkwood, you have a revolver of the bag open. Those about the tabic
"It's 'come with you. now,' I guess?"
mine. Be good enough to return it."
bent forward, all quickened by the he suggested very quietly.
"I have it here, under the table,'
prospect of for the first time behold"The Bannister warrant Is still out
Interrupted Brentwlck suavely. "Shall ing the treasure over which they had for you," returned the man. "That'll
it
to
I hand
you?"
fought, for which they bad suffered be enough to bold you on till extradi
so long.
"By. the muzzle, if you please. Β
Hon papers arrive from the States."
This one's loaded, toi
A heady and luscious fragrance pervery careful.
"Oh, I'll waive those, and I won't
vaded the atmosphere, exhaling from
-apt to explode any minute."
Hive you any trouble either. I reckon."
To Klrkwood's Intense disgust Bren:
the open mouth of the bag. A silence,
mused the adventurer, Jingling his
wick quietly slipped one hand beneath Indefinitely sustained. Impressed Itself
manacles thoughtfully, "I'm η back
on
revolver
the
the table and. placing
upon the little audience—a breathless number
anyway. When a half grown
his
with
finger tip» pause ended eventually by a sharp
Its top. delicately
a half baked boy, a flub like Mul·
girl,
shoved It toward the farther edge map of Calendar's teeth.
"Mni-m!"
ready and a clubfooted snipe from
With a grunt of approval Calendar grunted the adventurer in bewilderScotland Yard can (put it all over me
swept the weapon up and Into hi® ment. He began to pant
this way, why, I guess It's up to me to
his
hands
delved
pocket
Abruptly
heavy
go home and retire to my couutry
he
ordnance?"
more
inquired
the
Into
of
the
like
the
contents
"Any
bag,
He sighed
place up the Hudson."
briskly, eyes moving alertly from face paws of a terrier digging In earth. To
time to cut It out. But
"Vep:
wearily.
wouldn't
You
"No matter.
to face.
Klrkwood the air seemed temporarily
I would like to be free long enough to
dare use 'em anyway. And I'm about thick with flying objects. Beneath his
pet in one good lick at that rnutt Mul
done.
Dorothy, my dear, It's high astonished eyes a towel fell upon the
ready. My friend, you get your hands
time you returned to your father's pro- fable—a crumpled, soiled towel bearon him, and I'll squeal on him till I'm
tection. Where's that gladstone bag?" ing on Its dingy hem the Inscription
fclue In th;· face. That's a promise."
"In my traveling bag," the girl told In Indelible Ink, "Hotel du Commerce,
"You'll have the chance before long,"
him In a toneless voice.
Anvers." A tooth mug of substantial
the detective. "We received a
"Then you may bring it along. You larthenware dropped to the floor with replied
telegram from the Amsterdam police
A slimy soap dish of the
may also say good night to the kind l crash.
late this afternoon, saying they'd pick*ame manufacture slid across the table
gentlemen."
ed up Mr. Mulready with a woman
A battered
jnd Into Brentwlck's lap.
named Hallam and were holding them
XXXI.
in
never
α
tick
left
ilarm clock with
CHAPTER
It seems," turning to
un suspicion.
Her its abused carcass rang vacuously as
did not move.
were opening negoBreutwick,
"they
pallor grew more intense, and It fell by the open bag. The remain- tiations for the sale of a lot of stones

goggle
adventurer's scorn.
"Come right in, cap'n," Calendar
"Come in,
threw over one shoulder.
shut the door and lock It Let's all be ble?"
"You may put away your revolver, if
sociable and have a nice quiet time."
that's what you mean," said Kirkwood.
Stryker obeyed, with a derisive grim"We certainly shan't oppose you with
ace for Klrkwood.
a violence, but I warn you that Scotland
to
Jauntily
advancing
Calendar,
point within a yard of the table, stop- Yard"his
"0h, that be blowedl" the adventurped, smiling affably down upon
In disgust. "I can sail cirprospective victims and airily twirling er snorted
his revolver.
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settled the artistic details."
"It's the
He chuckled delightedly.
Instinct." he declared emphatlcallyI knew
"thc Instinct for adventure.
it was in ine, latent somewhere, but
never till this day did It get the opportunity to assert Itself. A born adventurer—that's what I am! You see.
it was essential that they should be-

lieve we were frightened and running
from them. That way they would be
sure to run after us.
Why, we might
have baited a dozen traps and failed
to lure them Into my house after that
stout scoundrel knew you'd had the

chance

Odd!"

to

tell

me

the

whole yarn

NUMBER 4.
ntermlugllug—sighs.

•ame

"There, there, my dear, my dearest
learP protested the old gentleman.
'Positively I don't deserve a tithe of

:hle. I"— The young old voice qua·
rered and broke In a happy laugh.
'You must understand," he continued
nore soberly, "that no consideration of
my sort Is due me. When we married
ί was too old for your mother, child.
We both knew it. both believed It

would never matter. But It did.
Ry
ber wish I went back to America. We
tveçp to see what separation would do

to heal the wounds dissension bad
caused. It was a very 'foolîsb experiYour mother dTed before I
ment
could return."
There fell a silence, ακηΐη broken
by the father. "After that I was In

no haste to return.
Bttf some years
I comago I came to London to live
municated with the old colonel, asking permission to see you. It wiyj refused in a manner which precluded
I
the subject being reopened by me.
was Informed that If I persisted In attempting to see you you would be dlslaherlted. He was very angry with
me—justly, I admit One must grow
old before one can see how unforgivably one was wrong In youth. So I
settled down to a quiet old age. determined not to disturb you In your

Ah— Klrkwood!"
The old gentleman was standing, his
arm around his daughter's shoulders,
when Klrkwood turned.
I'm explaining
"Come here, Philip.
The
to Dorothy, but you should hear.
evening I called on you, dear boy. at
the Pless, returning home I received a
message from my solicitors, whom I

happiness.

had run off with an eld
erly person calling himself George
Burgoyne Calendar, the name I had
discarded when I found that to acthat

Dorothy

"Oh-b!" Mr. Brentwlck elevated bis
fine tfrhlte eyebrows and sat up briskly. "My dear boy, that was the most
delectable dish on the entire menu.
I have been reserving It, I don't mind
owning, that I might better enjoy the
I may answer you
full relish of it.
best, perhaps, by asking you to scan
what I offered to the fat scoundrel's
respectful consideration, my dear sir."
He leveled a forefinger at the card.
At first glance it conveyed nothing to

the younger man's benighted IntelliHe puzzled over it, twisting
gence.
hie brows out of alignment. An ordinary oblong slip of thin white cardboard, It was engraved In fine script
"Mr. George Burgoyne
»s follows:
Calendar, 81 Aspen Villas, S. W."
"Oh!" exclaimed Klrkwood at length,
itanding up. his face bright with un-

leretandlng. "Yoo"—
"I," laconically assented the elder
nan.

Impulsively Klrkwood leaned

:he

table.

"Dorothy."

he

across

said

ten-

lerly and when the girl's happy eyes
net his quietly drew bcr attention to

the card.
Then he rose hastily and went over
η stand by the window, staring mist1y Into the blank face of ulght berond Its unseen panes.
Behind him there was a confusion
>f little noises—the sound of a chair
pushed hurriedly aside, a rustle of
iklrts, a happy sob or two, low voice·

on

the Gridiron.

Ια (be full of 1811!) Young, the Cornell quarterback. received u bad bump
on tbe bead during tbe tirst balf of
one of tbe early games and was so
dazed tbat be gave tbe signal for tbe
same play eigbt times in succession,
ïbe rival eleven, unable to comprehend sucb generalship, or, rather, lack

of it, became Just as bewildered as
tbe Injured tiuarterback and in the effort to understand tbe unintelligible let
tbe Cornell backs through fur a quick
touchdown.
Tbe calling out of numbers while the
opposing quarterback Is trylug to give
his team the signal for the next play
In
has resulted iu numerous tangles.
one of the Army and Navy contests
the quarterback of the latter eleven became so confused in une instance when
tbe Army players were shouting out
various uumbers while be was trying
to direct the next play that he actually gove his men uue of the series of

numbers the Army men were suggestThe incomprehensible signai and
the subsequent inixtip may be better
imagined than explained.
On tbe Yale squad In 1UU6 there was
α man who was not only α good player, but nu excellent comedian, it was
told of him that more than once he
put this gift to good account in u game.
An umusing remark here, a hit of a
story there, then α touch of burlesque
and his rival In the line would forget
for the moment that football Is too serious α matter for laughter. It is un-

ing.

add that the comedian
Interested in his own
dramatic efforts ns to fail to take a Iother
vantage of their effect on tbe
necessary

never

was

to

so

SIN.

Fabrication of Quotations
Censurable Practice.

The

Plagiarism is hardly

so

great

π

Is

a

crime

α
the fabrlcutlou of quotations
practice which has caused many an
earnest student to waste hours In α
as

knowledge me would Imperii my
daughter's fortune. The investigations
went deeper. Charles, let us continue fruitless endeavor to trace the passage
to call him, had been to see me only cited. Among the guilty Samuel Warme
this afternoon to Inform me of the ren deserves special mention. U»
in a debate durplot they had discovered. This Hal- occasion he took part
that he
lam woman and her sou—It seems that ing which Roebuck boasted
Warthey were legitimately In the line of was not u party man. whereupon

Inheritance. Dorothy out of the way.
But the woman was—ah—a bad lot.
Somehow she got Into communication
with this fat rogue, and together they
plotted it out. Charles doesn't believe
that the Hailam woman expected to
enjoy the Burgoyne estates for very
Her plan was to step in
many days.

wheu Dorothy stepped out, gather up
what she could, realize on it and decamp. Tliat is why there was so much
excitement about the Jewels—naturally
the most valuable Item on her list, the
The
most easy to convert into cash.
He
man Mulready we do not place.
seems to have been a shady character
the fat rogue picked up somewhere.
The latter's ordinary line of business
was diamond smuggling, though lie

would condescend to almost anything
In order to turn a dishonest penny.
"That seems to exhaust the subject.
But one word more.
Dorothy, I am
old enough and have suffered enough
to know the wisdom of seizing one's
happiness when one may. My dear,
a little while ago you did a very brave
deed. Under fire you said a most courageous,
womanly, creditable thing.
And Philip's rejoinder was only second
I do hope to
In nobility to yours.

goodness that you two blessed youngsters won't let any addle pated scruples stand between yourselves and—
the prize of romance, your inalienable
luherltaucel"
Abruptly Breutwlck, who was no
longer Brentwlek, but the actual Calendar, released the girl from his embrace and hopped nimbly toward the
door. "Iteally, I must see about that
petrol!" he cried. "While it's perfectly true that Charles lied about its
running out, we must be getting on.

I'll call you when we're ready to
etart."
And the door crashed to behind him.
BeBetween them was the table.
yond it the girl stood with head erect,
dim tears glimmering on the lashes of
those eyes with which she met I'hllip's

steady gaze so fearlessly.
Singing about them, the silence deepened.
Fascinated, though his heart
was faint with longing, Kirkwood faltered on the threshold of his kingdom.

"Dorothy! You did mean it, dear?"
She laughed a little, low, sobblug
laugh that had its source deep in tbo
hidden sanctuary of her heart of a
child.
If you'll
"I meant it, my dearest.
have a girl so bold and forward, who
can't wait till she's asked, but throws
herself Into the arms of the man she
loves—Philip, I meant It, every word!"
And as he went to her swiftly, round
the table, she turned to meet him.
arms uplifted, her scarlet lips a-tremble, the brown and bewitchlug lashes
droplng over her wondrously lighted
eyes.

ously.

Calendar—Dorothy."

QuMr Situation· That Hav· Developed

had Instructed to keep an eye on Dorothy's welfare. They Informed me that man.—Outing.
she bad disappeared. Naturally I canceled my plans to go to Munich and
A LITERARY
stayed, employing detectives. One of
the first things they discovered was

"Weren't you taking chances, you
and Charles?" asked Kirk wood curi"Precious few. There was another
motor from Scotland Yard trailing
If they had run
Captain Stryker's.
past or turi.ed aside they would have
been overhauled In short order."
"What I don't understand." contended Κ irk wood. "Is bow you convinced
Calendar that he couldn't get revenge
by pressing his charge against Miss

FOOTBALL TANGLES.

ΟμΙ of It finally

the 'father's accents.

THE END.

Iceberg·.

Apparently Ice Is Ice. of course: but.
strangely enough, there Is a marked

Sea water and salt
difference In It.
water In general freezes at a lower
temperature than pure water. In doing
which a part of the salt separates and
the Ice when melted gives water thai
Is fresher than the original, and along
this same line there exists a marked
difference In form between the Ice

bergs of the two hemispheres. Arctic
bergs are of Irregular shape, with lofty
pinnacles, cloud capped towers and

domes, whereas those of the
southern waters are flat topped ami
The former reach the
solid looking.
sea by narrow Horde, while the latter
are more regular In formation, reach
Ing the open sea by the way of wide
passageways and not subject to the
grinding and breaking efforts of their
northern relatives.-Pittsburg Press.

glittering

A Real Cute Dog.
A good dog story Is attributed to a
visitor to an English country Inn on
market day. "Now." he said. "I've goi
a dog here ι wouldn't lake £20 for.
You can believe me or uot. but what I
am going to tell you Is perfectly true
Id the early part of last spring I lost
six ewes aud could find litem nowhere.
One day about three weeks later as I
was looking across from my house to
the edge of the moor about two miles
away I noticed some sheep. I got my
telescope and assured myself that they
I placed the telescope in
were mine.
η suitable position aud made (tub look
through It. After pbout a mluute the
dog wagged his tall and looked at me
as If be understood what 1 wantul
and was off like α shot. In less tb&u
two hours be brought the sheep borne
safe and souud."

said that "my learned
rose and
friend's boast reminds me painfully
of the words of Cicero, 'lie who belongs to no party Is presumably too vllo
"
for any.'
At.the conclusion of tbe deren

Roebuck came over to complihis adversary on having made a
successful hit. adding. "1 am fairly
well up iu Cicero, but I have no Idea
bate

ment

where 1 can tind the passage you quot"
"Neither bave I." said Warren.
ed
"Good uigbt"
That literary sin. the fabrication of
quotations, leaves Its legacy of trouble
behind It long after It has been committed. Only tbe other day to a week-

correspondence

Journal's

ly

col m

η

the vetierable question as to
where in the Scriptures is to be found
a reference to "oil on the troubled
waters." a quotation countless preachceners and writers have used for
came

turies. but neither Crude η's "Concordof the Bible" refers to It nor lia*
Notes and Queries or Its industrious
correspondents ever been able to throw
a light upon its origin.—London Cbronance

tola

THE KING'S ORDER.
t Was Obeyed, and ^et the Monarch
Was Not Happy.
When King Uustavus 111. of Sweden

was in Paris be was visited Ijj h deputation of tho Sorbonne. Tb.it learned
body congratulated the king ou tbe
bappy fortune which bad given bim so
great a man as Scheele. tbe discoverer
of magnesium, as bis subject and fel-

low countryman.
Tbe king, who took small Interest iu
tbe progress of wlence. felt somewhat
ashamed that be should be so ignorent
os never even to have heard of the re-

lie dispatehed a counowned chemist
rier at once to Sweden with the laconic
order, "Scbeele is to be Immediately
raised to tbe dignity and title of a

count."
"Ills majesty must be obeyed." said
the prime minister as he read the order. "but who in the world Is S<beele?"
A secretary was told to make Inquiries,

lie came back to the premier
^
full Information.
"Scbeèîe
good sort of fellow." said he. "a Ilea-',
tenant In the artillery, a capital shot
and a first rate band at billiards."
The next day the lieutenant became a
count, and the illusrrions scholar and
very

scientist remained a simple burgher.
The error was not discovered until
tbe king returned home. [lis majesty
"You must all be
was Indignant.

fools,"

he

exclaimed,

"not

to

know

who Scbeele Is!"-Argonaut.
Instructed the Queen.

Queen Victoria

of

England

was once

up short by au old Scotchwolier majesty bad start&V out
man
one afternoon to sit on a hillside and"
watch some of ber relatives tlsblng In
the river below her. wbeu she found
that she had no thimble In ber pocket,
so could not work, as ebe bad intend-

pulled

ed. at the sewing she was carrying.
Turning out of ber way to Mrs. Symond's shop, she bought tbe smallest
thimble there, which was, however,
many sizes too big for ber. There
was an old Scotch dame at tbe counter Impatiently waiting to make ber
Not recognizing tbe
own purchases.

queen, she broke Into tbe conversation
with η "Hoots, but It's a rare fuss an'
faddle you're niakln'. Blow Intae It
weel an' It'll stick." That phrase, tbe
latter part of tbe sentence, amused ber
majesty Immensely and became quit·
a proverb In tbe royal family.
Her Complexion.
We ouceknew a woman who quarAt one
reled with bur complexion.
time she touched It up so much thai
it became touchy. At another time It
Occasionally It
was beyond tbe pale.
broke out and became very fiery. But,
however much she quarreled with It,
she was always ready to make it up.
A Merger.
Regular Customer—There used to be
tbe
two or three little bald s|>ots on

Are
of my bead, away back.
î
there
yet
they
Barber—No, sir; it ain't so bad-·»
Where those spots used to
all that.

crown

be. sir. there's only one now.—Chicago
Tribune
A Hard One.

"When," he demanded, "will you pay

this bill?"

Smiling,
confrere.

we

waved him toward our

"You must ask." we said, "the puszle editor."-Exebange.

Nothing great

was

ever

achieved

without enthusiasm —Emerson.

Wut ParU.
A social will be held Iq Good Will Hell
©artord Democrat,
Wednesday evening, Feb. 6th, onder the
The
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL auspices of the Good Will Society.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
committee have arranged an excellent
SECTIONS»OP THE COUNTY»
program conaisting of music, readings,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 25 1910.
singing by male quartette, etc. Admission 10 oents. Popcorn and candy on
Pari· Hill.
sale.
H. R. Tuell lost a valuable Jersey oow
First Baptist Church, Re τ. Q. W. Γ HUI, pasA
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ATWOOD

FOP3ES,

F.dltar· ud

PraprlHon.

gvotioa Η. \ τ WOOD.

A. E. Forbks.

Preaching every 3 on day it 104ft A. M.
Sunday School M 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 3d.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meetlac the laat Friday bêlons
All
the let Snnday of the tnonth at 3 30 r. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially InvMed.

tor.

Tiavs —$1.30 a year tt paid strictly la advance,
Mrs. Charles Thayer of South Pari·
^therwlae iJ.OO a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
wu the guest of Mrs. O. A. Thayer at
AU legal advertisements
AOVKKTISBHKMTS:
wet-k.
«re given three connective Insertions for ll.V) Elmharst a few days the past
per Inch In length ot column. Special contracta
Mr. and Mr·. Albert K. Davies and
a tde with oca!, transient and yearly tJvertlsto their
returned
Davies
Miss "Polly"
*r*.
home be re Saturday from an extended
Jo· PaiSTiMo —New type, fast presses, electric
visit to Boston and New York.
power, experienced workmen and low price*
combine to make this department of oar butFred Shaw was at home from Auburn
aeee complete aud popular.
Saturday and Sunday. He is employed
by T. A. Huston à Co.
After about two months of the beat
MNVLE COPIES.
that ever happened, a southare four cents sleighing
Democrat
the
of
Single Copies
set in Friday night, coneach. They will be mailed on receipt of υ rice by east rain storm
the publishers or for the convenience of patron· tinning until Saturday night, and took
on
been
have
Issue
place·!
of
each
Jingle copie*
off nearly all the snow. The roads are
•ale at the following places In the County :
left partly bare ground and partly coverShunleff's Drug Store.
South Paris
ed with a coating of ice, so that both
Noye·' Drag Store.
Sorway.
Just at
Store.
Stone's Drag
runners and wheels are in use.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buck Held.
present we would like some of that surMr·. Harlow Poet OfBce
Pari· Util.
plus snow that New. York doesn't want.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.
Seward P. Stearns, who has been very
sick with pneumonia at the Boston City
Events.
Coming
Hospital, has recovered sufficiently so
that he is coming home this week, as
GrowFruit
Me»tin* of Oxford County
Jan. 27
the doctors advise him to get away bom
era' Association, Urango Hall, South Pari*,
winds of Boston.
feb. 1.—ojford Pomona G range, Bryant's Pond. the east
While cutting wood in the woods Wednesday, Charles L. Shaw got his lefta
NKW A l>V KltTISEMBNTS.
hand on a double bitted axe, cutting
big slictng gash in the t)e»hy pat t at the
Harvard Cough Balaam.
base of the thumb. It will make the
Queen Quality.
Are You Looking for Bargains?
hand useless for some little time, but
Clearance Sale.
will probably heal entirely, though it
Th>»y Grow Hslr.
c<tme very near doing permanent injury
oxford County P. of 11. Mutual Klre Ins. Co.
Probate Notices.
to the band.
3 Notices of Appointment.
CIokIiu Out at a Low Price.
Ureen wood.
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
The good traveling continues with
four inches more of snow, ending in a
Alpheus J. liilborn.
light raiu Tuesday, and now fair weather
a
of
Boston,
Col. Aipbeus J. liilborn
again. Those who ought to know, call
redied
of
Oxford,
town
native of the
favorable winters,
of 80 it one of the most
the
at
Fla
in
age
Palatka.
cently
thus far, for out door business, that the
was born on a farm in the
lie
year*,
"oldest inhabitant11 ever knew. And a
Pisreon Hill neighborhood of Oxford in
amount of the different kinds of
large
a
when
there
until
lived
young
and
1829,
wood ha* been handled since the sledmau he went to Boston and engaged in
In these he was ding began.
mercantile pursuits
To be sure there were a few fairly cold
successful, working his way up until he
the first of the month, but not a
became the head of a firm under the days
day when the festive house tiy was not
style of A. J. Hilborn A Co., for many seen in the kitchen and ready to pirtake
and fur
years in the wholesale hats, caps
of a square muai when the opportunity
business. About seven years ago be reoccurred
tired from ac'ive business, although reOur former neighbor, Harry Cole, who
taining an interest to the tim« of his now
keeps the rogues' boarding house at
death. He served in the civil war as
South Paris, made us a pleasant call last
of
the
one
in
a
of
company
captain
He showed us a certain
week.
Massachusetts regiments. He has been Tuesday
which he carries with him,
for a long time a member of the Ancient implement
and although he has never had occasion
and Honorable Artillery Company of
to use it, be feels safer with it on his
Boston. He was a thirty-second degree
when mingling with that kind of
Mason, belonging to Palestine Com- person
company. And so would any one unless
mandery of Chelsea.
he believed in fatalism.
Since retiring from business Col. HilMrs. Edgar Morgan returned home
born has lived in Florida a large part of
from caring for her son's wife at Brythe time, coming north summers, stayaut's Pond Saturday, and her daughter
ing at his home in Melrose or making ex- Cora took her
place.
cursions to Nova Scotia and the wild
Not long since 0. O. Whitman's
regions of other parts of Canada and
son
Dayton was taken with
this country. Only a few mouths ago he youngest
what they called canker rash, which
made a trip to Oxford County, revisiting
made such a scare that the house was
bis old home and adjoining towns. Hie
and soon ooe of Mr. Herwife died many years ago. He is survived quarantined,
rick's twin babies was supposed to be
by three children, a son, Herbert, now taken with the same disease; and then
In the West, and two daughters. Mrs.
the scare was on again; but in a short
Myra Fitz of Dorchester, Mass and time both children were out again, and
Mrs. J. C. F. Strout of Portland. Hin
that there was no
now the report is
death wan quite sudden and unexpected.
canker rash about either of them, nothto
Boston
home
was
The body
brought
ing but a sort uf rash and not much of
for interment.
that.
Either the reporter or printer got that
Examinations for Postmaster.
suicide somewhat mixed; it was
Albany
Com
Service
Civil
The United States
Sumner Hutchinson who committed the
will
examinations
that
announce
mission
fatal act, according to one man's story,
be held at East Sumner, Maine, on tht who has
always kuowu and worked for
19th of February, for the following posi
hitn in former days.
tions:
The weather maker doesn't get it
Postmaster at Sumner. Maine. Com
much more correct than he did when he
pens&tion for the last fiscal year wat prophesied that the fourth of last March
9141.
would be tine, and instead of that it
Com
Pwtmaste'r at Kedding, Maine.
to be ooe of the coarsest days of
proved
pensatioQ for the last fiscal year wat the whole sea-sou. The weather maker
$75.
says from 17th to lUth earthquake period;
Age limit, 21 years and over on the now let's see how many earthquakes
the
ex
with
date of the examination,
there were during that period of time
ception that in a State where women ar<
Mrs. Fred Cole has taken advantage of
foi
of
full
be
age
declared by statute to
this charming day, and is visiting here
veart
18
women
IS
at
all purposes
years,
with three of her tive little kids.
of age on the date of examination will be
When writing to our cousin, Mrs. H.
admitted.
Β. Max > iu, recently, the wish was exter
the
within
reside
must
Applicants
pressed to obtain an obituary of the late
ritory supplied by the post office uamet Nathaniel Barilett of Caribou, a relative
above.
and former school and classmate. On
Application forms and full informatioi receiving the letter Mrs. Maxim sent his
the
ex
concerning the requirements of
step mother a card, stating our wish,
amination can be secured from the post and
immediately she sent hie obituaiy,
the
from
or
masters at the offices named,
from a newspaper, accompanied
clipped
Wash
U. S. Civil Service Commission,
by a letter, containing much valuable inington, D C.
formation in regard to the deceased.
In regard to the matter of filing appli Thanks to both friends for their kindComniiseior
Service
the
Civil
cations,
know
says this—the Democrat doesn't
what it means, but you can guess foi
Hartford.
"Applications should bt
yourself:
Miss Bees Palmer of Sumner spent
properly executed and filed with the
with Mr*. W. 0. Eustis.
Commission at Washington within 1 Thursday
Mrs. Matrie Child of Canton visited
days before the date of the examination, her
sister, Mrs. Florence Fletcher, Saturotherwise it may be impracticable tc
day.
examine the applicants."
Miss Mae Alley went to Canton Thurs—

—

day.

here and There.
A funny thing about th* Maine laws ie
that a resident of this state can not b«
married in this state without giving five
days' notice on a public record, whiles
couple from outside the state can conn
in here, procure a license and be married
the same day. Some reformer ought tc

look after this.

The trouble with the court, in the en
««emoot of the liquor law, was witfc
iu'*jury, not the judge, in York County
Judge Spear the other day gave a York
County jury a pretty severe rebuke,
when he told them he thought the state
would probably not be able to produce
sufficient evidence to convince them be
yond a reasonable doubt. So he senl
them home, and summoned a new jury

John R. Walsh, the Chicago banker,
on Wednesday began serving his sentence
Petitions for hi*
in a federal prisou.
pardon are now in order, and are doubt
less

freely signed by

this time.

State Teachers' Examination.
of can
Tb^ ~.»mi-annual examination
Hidate· for state certificates will be helc
Friday, February 25, beginning at £
o'clock, ▲. μ at the following places
Augusta, Bangor, Houlton aud Portland
Examinations will also be held at suet
other places as any ten candidates shal
desire and agree to attend.
All persons intending to take the ex
aminatioo at any of the above namec
places shou'd register before February
17, by sending in preliminary examina
tion report», blanks for which will b<
sent <>n
application. Persons desirint
to take the examinational placée othei
than n tmed above should register before
February 12, by making preliminary ex
amination reports and designating the
places at which they wish to be examin

ed.

Persons desiring further informatioi
regard·) g the character and scope of tb<
exam nation and the conditions unde
which certificates will be granted, shoule

seod for circulars.
Patson Smith,
State Supt. of Public Schools.

Mrs. Thomas Smiley.
Mary Kimball, wife of Tbomae Smiley
died at her home on Atlantic Street
Portland, Sunday, Jan. 16, at the age dj
about 53 year·. Mrs. Smiley'· earl]
while
years were spent in Portland, but
with her parents tc
a girl she moved
in
She married
Norwaj
Bridgton.
Thomas Smiley, who was then a dry
whr
and
that
in
town,
goods merchant
now has dry goods stores in Portland,
and Bridgton. Mr·. Smiley had

Norway
been sick for

a long time, and had been
under the constant care of a trained

nurse for three years and a half.
leave· no children.

She

More Power at Kumford.
The Kumford Falls Power Co. baa
made a contract for the construction of
another penstock to develop power at
Rumford Fall·. Tbia will be 1050 feet
and
In length and 14 feet in diameter,
recent
will develop 7000 horse power. A
▼ieit to Rumford of a party of capitalists
of more
ie thought to mean the coming
the
industrie· of tome magnitude to
that the
town, and it i· aleo announced
will soon have power to
power company
it ha·
•ell for email industries, such a·
not heretofore been able to farniah.

Mrs. Bessie Flayford is ill, suffering
from appendicitis. She expects to go to
the hospital for an operation in a few

days.

North Waterford.
The following officers were installed in
Waterford Grange, No. 479, Friday evening, the 14tb:
Master—Susan Sawn.
O.— Uert Flint.
L. S.—Luile Jewt'U.
8.—tieorge Abbott.
A 8.—l'erley U rover.
♦'hap.— Vnnie York.
Trea··.—Ella Lebroke.
Sec·.— \nnle Hazelton.

Ceres—May Manning.

Pomona— Hcrnlee Littletlulil.
Klora—Nora Abbott.
L. A. 8.— Géraldine York.

Mome of South Paris was the installing officer.
Β irn, Jan. tith, to the wife of John
Mr.

Willis,

a s»n.

Lucius Jowett is back again and is
boarding at Will Rice's.
Sam Lebroke and Newell got their ice
cut and hauled last week.
Mr. and Mrs Will Fieke visited at
Locke's Mills Sunday.
Allen Garret is stopping here at Roy
Lord's.
Blanche Farwell is back teaching the

primary school.

North Stoneham.
from Sweden is at
work for Η. Β McKeen making a yoke
sleds.
and repairing some
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKeen went to

Epbraim Durgin

Norway Monday.
Beryl McKeen came home from her
school at Norway Friday, and having a
sore

day.

throat

was

unable to go back Mon-

Louisa Adams and son, Miles,
at Perley Adams' in
Albany
Saturday and Sunday.
Maud McAllister visited her daughter,
Mrs Herman Richards, at East Stoneham Saturday.
I. A. Andrews and son Howard went
on snow shoes across the mountain to
Stow Sunday.
Wm. Gammon visited bis daughter,
Mrs. Bertha Keuiston, of Lovell, WedMrs
visited

nesday.

Denmark.

last Tuesday.
Greenwood Dramatio Club played the
drama the "Village School Ma'am," in
Dunham's Hail Tuesday evening. The

play

was

dience.

good and they bad

a

good

A social danoe followed.

au·

Sixteen guests were very pleasantly
entertained with whist ana dancing by
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wardwell at their
home, on Main Street, Monday evening.
It was a farewell party given Albert McIη tire, of Castine, who has been with
Refreshments
them for several weeks.
of ice cream, assorted cakes, candy and
nuts were served. Mrs. Mclotlre will remain longer.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chase gave a
pleasant birthday party Menday afterof
noon, it being the seventh birthday

their little son Reynold, and the eighth
birthday of hie (Hood, Master Edward
Stiiwsll. Several guests were present.
Games were played and nice refreshments were served.
The V. I. S. held a whist party in Centennial Hall recently. There was a good
The first prize for lady
attendance.
winning most points was given Miss Jennie Bradbury; for the gentleman winning most point4, Edwin J. Mann. The
booby prizes were taken by Mrs. Emma
W. Mann and Wirt McKonney.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann has recently purchased a new piano.
Sunday, Jan. 30, will be National Y.
P. C. U. day. The services in the Universalist church will be conducted both
morning and evening by the Young People's Christian Union. Miss Florence
French of Portland, who is a National
Y. P. C. U. officer, will give the address
in the morning and there will be special
services in the evening. The public is
most cordially invited to these services,
and all members of the Senior and Junior Unions are earnestly requested to be

present.
Elizabeth, the three-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther M. Irish, is visiting her grandparents and other relatives
in Buckfield. Miss Elizabeth talks over
the telephone with her parents quite as

well
the average person of older age.
The people of West Paris seem to be
trying many improved methods of caring for stock. The woman who fed her
hens sawdust is now excelled by the
man who emptied a bag of bran under
his horse for bedding.
F. L. Willie is getting ready for the
as

BvckfMd.
BitM.
lira. Bert Allen of Auburn wu with
Brown Poat, 0. ▲. R., 0. S. Edward·
ber parent·, Mr. and Mrs. Am Atwood,
Camp, Soni of Vetorana, and the W. R. C. over
Sunday.
Mr·. Carrie
in·tailed officer· Jan. 12.
Mrs. C. C. Withington and Miss Clark
▲rno waa installed president of the W.
went to West Paris Saturday,
R. C. After the installation the member· Withington
afternoon.
Snnday
returning
invited
and
gaeeta
of the organisation!
home
Miss Laura Deane returned
retired to the dining room where deabaenoe aince May.
an
after
Thursday
liciona refreahmenta were served.
Cbaa. Gray waa taken to tbe Bye and
Mr. Frank Needham ia very ill.
Ear Infirmary at Portland Friday to r·;
Mr. and Mra. E. C. Chamberlin have
to bia eye.
six weeka ceive treatment for sn injury
gone to Portland to apend
while attempting to
with their daughter, Mra. Edwin Gehr- Sunday morning
split a log tbe aledge oaught in a clothesing and family.
in line and etrnck Mr. Gray in tbe eye. It
Mr. and Mrs. Davia Lovejoy were
be will lose the sight of bis eye,
Portland Thursday and attended the ia feared are entertained
of saving the
but
hopes
Chapman-Alexander meetings. and Rev.
other one.
tbe
of
sight
Curtia
C.
W.
Rev. and Mra.
Two deaths have occurred here this
in
C. Ij. Banghart apent several days
morning, Mrs.
week.
Wednesday
Portland the paat week.
widow of the late Chas.
Friends received new· of the death of Cynthia Berry,
illness
resident of H. Berry, pasted away after an
a former
Mrs. Evelytb,
a few days at the age of 64
Bethel. She died at the home of her lsstlng only
was held from tbe
years. The funeral
son, Dr. Evelyth, of New Tork.
home of her son, C. F. Berry, Friday
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Mr. Lamb officiating.
Lee Τ hn re ton has been very ill with morning,
Mrs. Berry is survived by tbe son with
pneumonia.
whom ahe lived, and one daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur Barker la clerking for
of Ο. H. Horsey of Strong.
Ml·· L. M. Stearns during the absence
Benjamin Franklin Chase died at bia
Mrs. Willey.
of home on tbe Sumner road Thursday
the
students
Tuesday evening
several
after an illneaa of

morning,
Gould Academy held a sociable.
months' duration. Mr. Chase was bom
Tuesday evening a large party gathered
in
Sumner in 1830, and was 80 yeara old.
the
at Odeon Hail for a dance under
waa a veteran of tbe oivil war, and a
direction of Mr. Casie, who has just He
roan who took a lively interest in tbe
closed a term of danoing school.
of bis town. The funeral was
Wednesday evening a whist party was welfare
the held from tbe Baptist church Ssturday
given In I. 0. O. F. Hall nnder
the afternoon, Rev. Mr. Lamb officiating.
auspices of the Ladies' Circle of
Rev. A. W. Pottle, Rev. F. M. Lamb,
Universallet church.
the and C. H. Prince attended the ChapmanThursday evening about forty of
in Portland tbe first
business men met and organized a "local Alexander meetings
of the week.
board of trade":
K. C. Park, Pres.
Ν. K. Springer, Vlcc-Pres.
Edwaru King, Tress.

PLAYED WITH A LION.
Ran to
A South African Child Who

Moat the Big "Doggie."
Dutch
The iufaul sou of oue of tbe
settlers iu South Afrtcu bud strayed
u «earth paraway. After some time

leading
ty discovered little footprints
Followin tbe direction of tbe busb.
came
ing up these, the search party
at the farnpou u large open space,
lue
ther side of which they discovered
object of their search sitting bugging
a
a little wooden doll aa4 uiuncbing
Before
of bread and butter.

piece

they could

make their way

through

large
tbe thick, tangled undergrowtb
Tbe litliou sprang luto tbe clearing.
ran
tle boy. for from being frightened,
bla bread
to meet tbe lion, holding up
a bite,
and butter and said. 'Take
a

doggie."

powerless to move
speak through fear, expecting each

Tbe father stood

or

instant to see tbe cbild crushed under
tbe lion's paw. but Instead of doing
himself
as he dreaded the lion turned
child's
over and lay on bis buck at tbe
cat
feet, looking up in bis face as a
Watching bis opwould do at play.
portunity. the father raised bis gun
and tired, bitting tbe lion In tbe leg.
Tbe uulmnl sprang up and, leaving tbe

child, rushed od tbe party, injuring
two of tbe number before it was 6naithe
ly killed. From this circumstance
child was Immediately christened by
the settlers "Daniel."—London Family
Herald

East Sumner.
WAITED FOR HEALY.
January 17 tb, 18tb, 19tb, mark tbe
Directors were appointed and much in- birthdays of three able, brilliant repreAgi·
whose An Incident of th· Land League
terest seemed to be expressed in the new sentative American
citizens,
tation In Ireland.
enterprise.
names are familiar to the readers of
Friday evening Bates basket ball team American history. The first date above
One morning during tbe Land league
played the Gould Academy at the Gym· given being tbe birthday of Benjamin agitation Mr. i'arnell left Dublin by
nasium.
Franklin in 1706. The second date, tbe tbe early mail train for Roscommon
Friday evening, Jan. 28, Rev. A. T. birth of Daniel Webster in 1782 Tbe to address u meeting. Oo arriving in
McWhorter will give his lecture, "From last
date, the birth of Robert E. Lee In tbe town he received a telegram from
the Pine Tree State to the Land of the 1807.
Dublin which ran:
Shamrock." Much pleasure and profit
Each was eminently fitted for the imMissed mall train. WU1 get down at t
is anticipated from a lecture which has
honored
and
portant position occupied
o'clock.
Postpone meeting till i arrive.
been so favorably received wherever it
their
and
for
ability,
honesty
HEALÏ.
by him,
has been delivered.
and integrity are they honored to-day.
Mr. rarneli was pleased to learn that
and
a
as
statesman
diplomat,
Franklin,
KIDDLE INTERVALS.
down.
Webster as an orator and statesman, and T. M. Healy, M. P., wus coming
Messrs. Wm. Brown and son are getwere the local promotoo,
skillful
an
as
Delighted,
though
abip,
general,
ting ready to build an addition on to Lee,
ters of the demonstration, and tbe meetfighting for a lost cause.
their barn.
Neither In his official capacity was ing wus gladly postponed for α few
the
Supt. Η. Π. Hastings visited
accused of malfeasance, dishonesty or hours.
school here the 21st of January.
to their convictions of
At 3 o'clock the railway station and
I. E. Little has moved his family to graft. Loyal
right and justice, they labored with
with
*

where be bas work.
its approaches were thronged
and fidelity for the cause espousThere is considerable sickness here. loyalty
with bunds and bunners. and
and to-day tbe republic needs more people
ed,
Walter Balentine is getting betrer.
from Dublin steamed in
truiu
the
calibre.
men of their giant
Lee, though
Dr. Packard in Florida writes to his
a mistaken and fatal policy, amid territic cheering for Tim Healy.
summer season by purchasing a new
not gained much accepting
sister that be has
The truiu pulled up, a carriage door
no doubt, was conscientious anrl
Reo automobile. Mr. Willie was very there.
Why not stay at home in the old yet,
honest and true to his convictions. opened. utid the local reception comkind about giving his friends rides in state of
childof
our
home
the
Maine,
Each man may have had his faults, yet mittee rushed to it. when out stepped
his old auto, so the new one is a matter hood so dear?
the ardor, fidelity and honesty of purof congratulation.
"Ueuly." but it was uot T. M. Healy,
"God blees our native hills.
pose displayed, is worthy of emulation M. P.
Green woods and sparkling rills
It wus W. Wallace Healy, a
West Sumner.
of
the
servants
more
modern
republic
Wherever we may roam,
by
well knowu reporter on tbe staff of
We And no place like home,
to day.
The ladies of the Baptist circle served
No other skies so fair,
Each had high ideals and devoted tbe Irish Times.
in
the vestry Wednesday.
a dinner
Nor sweeter summer air."
He bad beeu assigned to tbe RoscomHere
his energies to its attainment.
There were not quite as many present as
a
Mollie Carter, who was married
of to-day. mou meeting, bud missed the mail
usually attend an occasion of this kind. short time ago, will be much missed by is a lesson for the young
Have a high ideal, a noble purpose in truiu, and It wus most important that
Some were kept away by illness. Howher many friends. She is a first-class
and strive earnestly to atttnin to it. his paper should have a report of Mr.
life,
ever. the affair was very plessant and
and beloogs to a superior family.
Too many have an aimless purpose in I'uruell's speech; hence the telegram.
social and a small sum was added to the lady
the
receive
to
was
Joseph Holt, who
life, and hence never succeed. Musings —Pearson's Weekly.
circle's treasury. Âmong those present
Post's gold beaded cane, is now where of Slocum.
from out of town were J. A. Noyes, wife
wearino
where
it
and
need
he will not
Ami μ·ι ■ ni/
and daughter, Mrs. Eva Parlin, South
We exness nor sadness ever enters.
UlrLUIfiMU I
Norway Lake.
Paris; Howard Curtis and wife, Hartford;
wife
his
to
of
hand
sympathy
tend the
Thomas Hollis, wife and little son Carl,
Mre. John Wood went to Waterford
and daughter. Tbey were true nntil the
North Paris.
Jan. 16th to visit for a few days at her A Vague Threat That Meant Nothing,
and
wife
faithful
daughter.
a
but Brought Quick Readta.
Geo. A. Chandler and wife and War- last,
father'*, C M. Billings'.
ren Lothrop and wife went to South
Jack Smith has had a bad cold recentPond.
The latH Lord Salisbury some years
Bryant's
Paris last Sunday to attend the services
iifju seut a forelgu office emissary to
Albert Farnum has recently purchased lyhas been in
in the Universalist church.
C. A. Stephen», M. D
make some demands of a South Amerfarm in Sygotch of Shirley
the
Harding
Mrs. H. F. At wood has returned from
Boston for a few days recently.
Mann.
ican republic. Before setting oat od
a visit to Boston ~and Norwood, Mass.,
Mr. Asa Bartlett was called from GrafH. E. Billings has started up hie steam
(he emissary, to whom bis
and Brunswick, Me. She was accomlast Monday by the serious illneetrof his uihssiou
ton
and
is
sawing
mill at North Woodstook,
winter lordship hud explained the exact nafor
the
is
who
his
panied home by a friend, Mrs. Annie E.
stopping
wife,
the
Harry
lumber that was cut on
at her father's, Elmer Dunn's. She is ture of ι he demunds, desired to be laMcKormick, of Bath, who will spend a pine lot.
Day
few weeks with her.
formed us to the course to take If,
but
quite comfortable now.
down
I
Thursday,
The quarry shut
Bertha Swift, daughter of I. 0. Swift,
he had said everything, there was
after
start
will
the
up
it Is thought
oompany
w LIU U'd5 urcu III "iiu α octciu uiiivud
Stow.
a refusal.
the
in
sprint;.
again
tack, is able to be out again.
••Oh." answered Lord Salisbury, "this
Very fine winter weather we have been
Rev. Milton McAlister of Salem, Ν. H.,
Mullen Buck romaine apparently about
this week visiting his rela- having for the past two weeks.
in
town
was
is not a matter in which we have the
the same, although he is gradually losGeorge Guptill and Tracy Binford are ieusi thought of lighting! If the prestives, Charles Hill and Louisa Cole.
ing strength.
1
Monday evening. Jan. 17rh, Fraternal around with his machine sawing wood. ident refuses, why. you will simply
Herbert Knowlos of Canton was the
Mclntire <& Farrington have their mill
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, gave the pubcome home again."
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young over lic a
business. Lyman Irish have to
very pleasing and interesting enter- nearly ready for
The emissary went and bad bis say
Sunday.
the occasion being their regu- and wife are working for them.
tainment,
who
Maurice Farrar returned home MonMr. 0. R. Barrows remains about the to the president of the republic,
lar installation service. These services
day from Rangeley, where be has been were conducted in Grange Hall and same; not able to sit up any yet.
blankly refused to give in. and the
at work in the logging woods.
Jan. 18th, born to the wife of W. G. diplomat retired to think things over.
there was a goood attendance of momThe Oxford County Telephone and
Mrs. S. A. A few hours later he wrote to the presand invited guests. There was a McAlister, a daughter.
bent
their
annual
Telegraph Company held
of music and recitations Walker is with her.
good
ident:
program
The
following at intervals
meeting here Thursday.
Arch Guptill is driving stage.
through the service. At the
"1 regret that your excellency does
officers were elected :
the
to
all
invited
present
: close the lodge
not see your way to recognize the JustNorth Paris.
President—Charles Dudley.
fine
a
where
supper
dining-room
Clerk—R. O. Stephens.
of the claims which 1 bave bad
|1 Grange
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale went to ness
The officers were installed
was served.
Treasurer—Mrs. Β. E. tierriih.
I have now to
the honor to present.
Paris Jan. 13.
South
District
manner
able
a
in
Deputy
by
very
Board of directors:
Alfred Andrews visited bis uncle, W. say. on behalf of her Britannic majesM.
Chase.
Λ.
Chancellor
Grand
W. H. Lurvey.
W. Andrews, and family, in Portland ty's government, that unless your exCharles Dudley.
Orlando Iris*.
Lovell.
recently.
cellency yields on all points wblcb I
Washington Heald.
Workers Society met with have named It will be my painful duty
The
Jefferson Karrar.
Benjamin Russell, Jr., Deputy Grand Mrs. C.Willing
re12.
All
A.
Jan.
Churchill,
K. U. Stephens.
to act on the second half of my InMaster, I. 0. 0. P., with Past Grands,
time.
a
J. R. Tucker of West Paria was in visited Oxford Lodge, No. 67, of North port good
structions."
sick.
is
Abner
Benson
Mrs.
very
town Saturday.
Waterford, Wednesday evening and inUuder this vague and significant
Mrs. Fred Lowe is on the sick list.
Dr. C. L. Buck of South Paris waa in stalled the officers for the present term.
been sick, but threat the president yielded at once.—
has
E.
G.
Peterson
Mrs.
town Saturday and extracted teeth for a Quite a number of the members of the
now.
I London Telegrupb.
number of persons. He was accom- subordinate and Rebekah Lodges also Is gaining
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson and Mrs. Pulslwent over.
panied by his father, Mr. Chas. Buck.
fer of West Sumner visited at A. T.
F. S. Palmer of East Sumner is here
Herman Holt, who has been very sick,
HAUNTED ALASKAN ISLAND.
Hollis' Jan. 17.
sawing wood with his gasoline engine. is now improving.
He sawed for P. <*. Barrett Monday.
The contract for building the new corn
Brownfield.
Qhoata of Ruaaian Exile· Who Died of
Wednesday he worked for I. 0. Swift, shop at the Harbor has been awarded to
Mrs. Lane, who had a paralytic shock
Starvation or Tortura.
and be is still on Gore Hill sawing for W. 0. Brown 4 Son.
remains critically sick, but
To the south and west of Kodlak,
different parties.
I Carl Kenixton and W. H. Hutchins are recently,
little prospect of her recovery.
•listant about 100 miles and forming
D. D. Small and wife went to South cutting timber on land in Stonebam
Dr. Shedd of Fryeburg was In the vilPa*is Monday to be present at » party which belonged to the estate of F. A.
one of the Semidi group. Is the Island
to attend the eick children
to-day
lage
given in honor of Mrs. Rachel Parlin's Keniston.
of Chhlkof. the haunted lslund of
of Mr. and Mrs. Anderson.
seventy-third birthday. Mrs. Small is I Mrs. Norton of Cumberland Mills is
is One and people are Alaska.
The
sleighing
was
Mrs. Parlin's daughter. The day
again keeping house for D. P. Lord.
tiushrotulcd for a great portion of
it.
an ideal one and the occasion was very
Mrs. Elizibeth Wiley is with her sister improving
A good deal of wood and logs is be- the time with almost Impenetrable fog.
much enjoyed.
at West Fryeburg.
hauled to the station.
this lonely Isle Is au object of terror to
Mrs. Nancy J. (Bosworth), widow of
Mrs. Walter B. Stone is visiting her ing
the uatives. who claim It is haunted
Richmond Tuttle, who died last week, mother at East Fryeburg.
Maine News Notes.
was a life long resident of this town and
Mrs. Dora Hobbs has been quite sick
by the ghosts of Uussian exiies.
,
for the last twenty years has resided in recently with attacks of acute indigesThe natives will not go near the Isthis village. The deceased was a Spirit- tion.
A man who flagged two trains at land. saying It means certain death to
ualist and was one of a fast disappearing I
W. H. Richardson is on the sick list.
Bowdoinbam the other night was ap- invade the cauuy con tines, and there
band of that belief who were once very
propriately sent to the insane hospital. are few men In the far uortb who have
Mr. Tuttle and
numerous in this town.
He ia a veteran of the Spanish war and
North Buckfleld.
the temerity to test the truth of the
wife were also one of five couples living
lias served in the army in the Philippines.
C. H. Tucker has bought Clarence
many and weird tales told of this for
in this little village who had lived to- I
Damon's farm and will soon move there.
arc
Harbor
The citizens of
bidding and barren island.
gether half a century and whose wed- P. C. Heald has purobased the Tucker enthusiastic for theBoothbay
electric
proposed
Shipmasters and sailors passing the
ding anniversaries came very near to- etabd.
road that is to run to South Newcastle.
assert that the agonizing cries of
gether. Mrs. Tuttle is survived by one
Gerrisb has moved bis family It is estimated that the road will cost place
John
and three daughters,
son, Charles Β
Russian exiles seut there to starve or
on to bis farm.
back
are
to
and
the
citizens
$125,000
expected
Mrs. Mary R. Glover, Mrs. Ruth B.
Mrs. L. A. Keene recently visited her subscribe to $25,000 worth of bonds.
It die by torture are sometimes heard
Crockett of this place, and Mrs. Hattie
Mr?. A. S. Bessey and Mrs. S. looks as if the road might be built the on quiet nights, while the clink of
sisters,
T. Toung of Hartford, and five grandD. Swallow.
chains and the souud of blows are tescoming summer.
children aud one great-grandchild, and
Large quantities of lumber are being
to in au affidavit by a white man
Funeral
one brother, J. D. Bosworth.
trial of Fred H. Rankin of Kenne- tified
The
hauled through this place.
there
services were held Saturday at the late
with the murder of who once attempted to remain
bunkport,
charged
writC. B. Keene is quite sick at this
home of the deceased. Rev. I. S. Machis housekeeper, Mrs. Llttlefleld, on the for η week and who nearly lost bia
Dr.
with
threatened
pnenmonia.
duff officiated. Interment was in Pleas- ing,
7th of July, came to an abrupt end Wed- reason.—Tannna Tribune.
Marston is attending bim.
Those called here
ant Pond Cemetery.
at Saco, when Judge Spear orderM. A. Warren bas bought a pair of nesday
to attend the funeral were Mr. and Mrs.
ed a verdict of not guilty by reason of
The Noise Habit.
of Will Mason of Paris.
steers
Moses Young, Hartford; Mr. and Mrs.
insanity. Rankin has been committed to
Mrs. M. H. Capen is gaining slowly.
A personal experience first showed
Ε. I. Beck, Livermore Falls; Harry
the
insane
hospital.
McAlister and three
Mrs. Howard
the writer tbe possibility of a state of
Crockett, Dixfield, and J. D. Bosworth
obildren of North Paris were at her
In a Are at Lewiston Thursday night, affairs where the habit of noise could
and son Epirus, East Sumner.
father's, C. B. Keene's, over Saturday Eva, the 7-year-old daughter of Mr. and become as fixed as tbe habit of a dmg
and Sunday.
Mrs. John H. Clark, lost ber life. AlOxford.
one night In the quiet of a
Frank Heald was in Lewiston one day though her body was blistered and dis- Waking
habitaMiss Helen Akere of Andover is teach- last week.
colored by the heat, It is thought that country bouse far from other
ing the intermediate school.
There will be an entertainment con- she died from suffocation. She was Id tions, I suddenly beard the starting of
T. A. Roberts Post had a publio insisting of a reader, selections by the bed and asleep when the fire broke out, the hot air engine which pumped tbe
stallation of officers Saturday at Temorchestra, etc., at Grange Hall, Jan. 28. and several attempts to rescue her were water—chug. chag. chug. chug. 1 lay
perance Hall, Cyrus Wardwell acting as
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bailey were at made.
listening to Its monotonous vibrations
installing officer. This was followed by her father's, J. M. Millett'e, Sunday.
hour
the installation of the officers of the W.
The total fire loss in Maine in 1909 was and wondering at the unueaal
R. C., Hattie Andrews, installing officer.
Hebron.
$1,748,000 acoording to figures given out for pumping until 1 fell aaleep. The
There was a drill of the officers of the
Com- next night the sound was repeuted.
wife and four chil- at the offioe of the State Insurance
A. D.
missioner. The loss the preceding year On mentioning tbe matter to my host
preceding year, who were dressed in dren, of Cummings,
Oxford, visited at C. W. Cum- was
white. The hall was well filled with
$3,454,000. The number of fires he confessed that he could not sleep In
mings' Sunday.
visitors.
was 51,
the quiet of the country; that tbe sudThe funeral of Roscoe Harlow of East where the loss exceeded $10,000
Rev. Geo. Woodwell preached at the
while in 1908 there were 44. The heavHebron was held Sunday.
den change from tbe roar of a great
church
in
Sunday.
was
loss for any month
Congregationalist
$490,000
Fannie Hunt went to the Sisters' Hos- iest
city to the silence of the woods was so
The Ladies' Circle of the Μ. Ε Soand submitted to an January, and the smallest $25,000 in
Wednesday
pital
baked
Wednesbean
great as to cause him real suffering.
supper
oietyhada
November.
for
As his only way to rest he would leare
day evening and cleared fifteen dollars. operationGlee appendicitis.
Club
a
free
concert
at
gave
Colby
A peculiar case is that In Washington the bouse in the middle of tbe
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
night,
Hebron
Academy Tuesday evening.
met Wednesday with Mrs. John Elden.
Connty, in which indictments tor con- start up tbe pump and. lying down In
Edna and Esther George and Charlie
have been reported against EuA number of teams from Oxford and
spiracy
a nearby hammock, find sleep brought
visited their grandmother, Mrs.
Poland are hauling rooks for the road 'Merrill
Ralph Nash, half
gene Nash and
Sturtevant, at Mechanic Falls, Snnday. brothers,
Columbia. him by the lullaby of tbe hot air enat
from the main land to Black Island.
living
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Larrabee of Auare charged with conspiring to
gine. That man recognized that he had
burn are visiting friends and relatives in They
East Waterford.
drive the wife of Ralph Nash from bis tbe noise habit and finally conquered
town.
home that he might go to live with rela- lt-Hollls Godfrey la Atlantic.
Born, Jan. 14th, to the wife of Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Record of South
tives and have the sole use of his propB. Bean, a son.
Paris visited her father, Joel Foster,
erty, valued at $15,000.
last week with
Mrs. T. H. Sawin

the 40 pounds lost and now
well and strong." For all stomach,
liver and kidney trouble· they're supreme. 60o at P. A. Shurtleff A Co.'·.

I

j

Sunday.

Mrs. Ed Cox of
sister, Mrs. C. W.

Norway is visiting
Cummings.

her

Locke'· Mills.
Business is rushing at the spool mill
several
disabled
Ames
waaHerbert
In Portland.
just now. The men work until six
Mr. A. H. Jooes has been suffering days last week by sawing his hand in the o'clock Saturday nights, and until half
mill.
with broken ribs for a few weeks back.
past six the rest of the week.
S. S. Hall has sold his black oolt to
Mr*. C. K. Belcher it not able to walk
A jolly party, consisting of Mrs. Dana
of
Iredale
Bridgton.
Benjamin
as yet.
Grant, Mrs. C. E. Stowell, Mrs. Ruth
Young, Mrs. James Crooker, Mrs. HerWest LoveU.
bert Crooker and Mrs. ΑΙΙοβ Farrington,
Albuy,
Mrs. Bertha Andrews and daughter spent Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
Six Patrons from this place visited
Kezar Lake Grange Wednesday and re- I va, also Mrs. Alma Jadklns were in Abbie Trask and Lola Foster. Charlie
Farrington drove them down on his
Norway shopping recently.
ported a fine time.
W. A. Bragg of Bethel was In town horse sled.
R. A. Le Baron has been aiok the past
Elmer Cummings Is at work io the
last week.
week.
Leon Newcomb is attending school at spool mill.
Horatio Stearns was in Portland ThursEarle Brown lost one of his horses last
Norway.
day on baaineas.
Edna Cummings is attending school at week.
Zack and Ralph McAllister are drawMrs. Lydia Bryant has been quite slok
Oxford.
ing pulp wood for M. A. Le Baron.
It was Sumner Hutohioson instead of for the last few days.
Olden Stevens of Stow and Mr. Emef?
Verne Elllngwood of West Paris was
of Fryebnrg are drawing pnlp wood for Sumner Hopkins, who committed soi·
In town last Wednesday.
cide Jan. 14th.
Richard and Charlea Chandler.

The large tract of land on the outskirts of Bath, known as Thome's bead,
has been opened to the pnbllo as a natural playground. The owner, Henry

W. Howard, makes no restrictions, exoept that the trees must not be mutilated. Tears ago this property used to be
traversed by the general public, and later
its gates were closed to publio travel,
and so continued

purchase.

until

Mr. Howard's

Judge Spear caused something of η
sensation in the Tork County court last
week, when he summarily dlsoharged a
jnry which had just returned a verdict of
not guilty in a liquor cue. He told
them that In view of their action, it was
Improbable that the state would be able

to produce sufficient evidenoe to convince them beyond a reasonable donbt
Another jury was summoned (or the
large amount of business awaiting the
oonrt.

Oddly Named.

Mr. Hudsou, who bad made a
large fortune as a dentist, bad built a
very expensive country bouse near
Dublin, but of such an extraordinary
construction as to bid defiance to tbe
criticism of tbe architect
One day after dinner at Curran's this
singular mansion became a subject of
merriment for bis guests. Tbe question
for their satirical inquiry was, "What
was It* order of architecture?"
One
said It certuinly was Grecian, another
contended it was Saxon and a third
that It was oriental, when their host
A

YEAR-END REDUCTION IE
per cent

Discount.

regained

am

All

If Sou Are a Trifle SeasltlTo
About the size of your aboea. tl'a tome satlafact'on to know that many people ran wear aboea a
size smaller by eprlukllnx Allen'a Foot-EaaeInto
them. Joat the thing for Patent Leather Shoes
and for breaking In New Shoes. 8oM EverySβ
where, 29c.
ALLES'! LIU* G BALSAM
Found In
la the old reliable cough remedy.
every drug store and In practically every home
For sale by all drugglsta, 20c 50c. and 91JM.

Beautiful Hair.

women do not realise the attractions tbey possess because they do
not give proper attention to the hair.
The women of Paris are famed for
their beauty, not because their facial
features are superior to those of other
women, but because they know bow to

keep young by supplying vigor, luster

and strength to the hair.
Three years ago Parisian Sage could
hardly be obtained in Anierica. But
now this delightful hair tonic and dressing can be bad in every town in America.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. sell it for 50 cents
a large bottle, and they guarantee it to
turn
grow beautiful, luxuriant hair; to
«lull, lifeless hair into lustrons hair; to
stop falling hair; to stop itching of the

scalp.

Ask for Parisian Sage.

«ncuding

Fancy China, Hall Lamps, Banquet
Lamps, Sofa Pillows and Covers,
Handkerchiefs, Sweaters, Skirts, &c.

$

$1.00 Shirt Waists,
1.50 Shirt Waists,

.79
1.00
1.50

2.00 Shirt Waists,

Rugs, Art Squares, Draperies, Couch
and Table Covers.

Any Woman Can Have
Many

Holiday Stock,

our

Doa't Get All Bam Devra,
Weak and miserable. If yon bave kidney or
bladder trouble, headache, pains In the back,
feel tired all over and want a ple*aant herb car -,
IF
Iry Mother Gray'· aV^THALUS-LE
All Drnggtsta,
Asa regulator It haa no rqusL
Address,
Β ample FREE.
Ask to-day.
•"Oc.
M
The Muther Gray Co., Le Bo/, Ν. T.

THIS SALE IS STRICTLY CASH.

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.

Start the New Year Right
By opening

a Check Account with a strong, careful, safe and successful
institution, that is growing, active and up-to-date

particular.

in every

ANYTHING

MEAN

Depositors.
DIG· 1. Ό·,
j«N. ι. ·ο·.

1. 08.
MARCH 1. '09,
APRIL 1. '09.
MAY 1. '09.
FIB.

Deposits.
$1·.·20.1·
4t.oat.ea

79

47.818.88
58.019.02

104
116

00,029.77
60.884.80

143
159

63.346.66

17β
201

JUNE 1. '09.
JULY t. '09.

66.537.22

63,4-76.66

214

AUG. 1. ΌΘ.

72,015.59

230

SEPT. 1. ΌΘ.

ν

30

84.173.30

244

OCT. t. '09.

S

US.

TO

DOES

IT

Ο

GROWTH
TO YOU

GRADUAL

THIS

DOES

Newry

«ν-

Wm. H. Greeley, of the Arm of Burnbam Jt Morrill, packers of Portland, ii
visiting with Mr. and Mr·. F. C. Jewetl
for a few days.
A. W. Belcher, A. H. Jones, Geo. L.
Wentworth and M. E. Wentworth attended the installation of officers in Mt.
spent
Pleasant Encampment, No. 14, at Bridgher daughter, Mrs. B. G. Mclntire.
ton Wednesday evening.
H. 0. Rolfe is putting machinery in
Mr. 1. H. Berry is quite poorly this
winter and is under the care of Dr. Ben- the lower mill for making box shook.
Mrs. P. H. Rolfe is ill with appendicinett of Bridgtoo.
Mr. E. W. Berry is traveling for a firm tis.

SAVED AT DEATH'S DOOR.
The door of death seemed ready to
of Transit
open for Murray W. A y era,
Bridge, N. T., when hie life wa· wonderfully saved. "I waa In a dreadful
condition," be write·, "my skin waa al·
most yellow; eyes sunken; tongue ousted; emaciated from losing 40 pounds,
growing weaker dally. Virulent liver
trouble pulling me down to death in
spite of doctors. Then that matchless
medicine—Electric Bitters—cured me.

82,025.61

NOV. 1,'09, 257

Closing Out

DEC.1, 09, 272 105,666.86

Two Trunks.
One Suit Case.
A few pairs of Men's
Felts and Rubbers.
Men's and Children's
Shoes.
One Fur Coat-second
hand.
One Show Case.
A full line of Sleigh
Heaters.
Collar Pads 40c. 76c.
a pair while this lot
lasts.
A good stock of Horse
Blankets at a low price.
1 1-4 inch Halter and
Rope for $1.00.

QUALITY MSB

at

a

Low Price:

C. W. Clarke,
Harness Maker,
Block, Under P. 0.

I. 0. 0. F.

Maine.

South Paris,

Railway

Whatever you purchase here, you'll find to have
merit, to have value, to wear well, to look well. We
select only goods of dependable quality. We stand
back of every article and absolutely guarantee it
worth the price paid. We sell at one price only.

Heavy, warm,
underwear in two
and fl 00.

fleece

qualities,

knit underwear, 11.50.
extra
Medlicott
underwear,
heavy all wool underwear, 12.50.
Men's union suits, 91.00 to $2 00.
Boys' fleece lined underwear,

25c and 50c.
Boys' union suits, 50c and 11.00.

all wool flannel

shirts,

gray, blue and khaki, $2.00.
Heavy gray flannel overshirts,
all size», $1.00 each.
Men's Jersey overshirts in gray,
and warm, $1.00.
Men's Jersey overshirts,
quality for 75c each.

heavy

good

Golf shirts in white and white
with various colored
stripes and checks, 50c and $1.00.

grounds

Boys' shirts in white and com·
binations of color*, 50c*

We've all sizes and lots of kinds trimmed in many ways. Not expensive

either.

THIS STORE 18 THE HOME OP
HART. 8CHAFFNER A MARX CLOTHE8.

B.

H.

On·

FOSTER,

Rrl··

Clothier,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

DOWN!

Uncle 8am will bold uprlng examinations
oughout the country for Railway Mall
Clerks, Cuitom House Clerks, Stenographers,
Bookkeepers, Departmental Clerks and other
Government Positions. Thousands of appoint
ments will be made.
Any man or woman
over 18, In CUy or Country on get Instruction
and free Information by writing at once to the
Bureau of Instruction, 326-9, Hamlin Building,
Rochester, Ν. Y.

DOWN!

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
HENRY 8. RAYMOND, late of Upton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds m the law directe. All persons
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
nas

DOWN!

_

having

ANNA P. RAYMOND.

All

Any one who has a bill against the Town of
Paris to present it at once to the Selectman In
their section of the town and we will let you
know the exact standing of the Town of Paris to
a dollar.
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.
Jan. 17,1S10.

Heavy

you ^ave DOt Purcbaeed that fur coat yet.
Fur Coats.—PerhaP·
You bad better come in here aod look over our stock.

Wanted

Wanted.

50c

Camel'· hair underwear, shirts
double breasted, $1 00 and $1 50.
Cooper knit gray wool, Jemey

ih

Jan. 18th, 1910.

lined

Jersey knit, winter weight
underwear, ftOc per garment.

The Government paya Railway Mail
Clerks $800 to $1,200, and other
employees up to $2,500 annually.

payment immediately.

Men's Overshirts.

Men's Underwear.

and Bladder

Mail_Glerks

Main·.

Raria,

Southi

KHIYSKIDNEYCURE
Right
Kidneys
MakM

Company,

Trust

Paris

Cloth Coats

our

ONE
HALF

R)IEY5H0NEMAR

and

Suits

Price.

■top· the cough and h·*!· long*

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
ENOS A. PARNUM,

)

{

Bankrupt )

Discharge.
In

Gome

Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine:
NOS A. PARNUM, of Milton Plantation, in
the County of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 7th day of August, last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that be has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully complied with all the
requirements of said Acte and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debte provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debte M are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 4th day of Jan» A. D. 1910.
ENOS A. PARNUM, Bankrupt.

Ε

OBDER OF NOTICE ΤHEREON.
District or Maihk, at.
On thla 8th day of Jan., A. D. 1910, on reading the foregoing petition, U toOrdered by the Court. That a hearing be had
upon the same on the Sth day of Jan., A. D.
1910, before said Court at Portland, In aald District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditor·, and other person· In
Interest, may appear at the aald time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credthus Interposed:
itors copies of said petition and thla order, ail"Rxcuse me. gentlemen, you are all dressed to them at their places of residence ·»
stated.
It is Tusk-un.
From the lr
wroug.
Witness the How. Clakxbcx Hals, Judge
Portregularities of tbe mansion and from of the said Court, and tue seal thereof, at
In aald District, on the 8th day of Jan.,
land,
Its proprietor being a dentist the I Ah A. D. 1910.
call It Snuggletooth Hall."—London AnJAMES E. HEWBY, Clerk.
[L. a.]
of petition and order thereon.
I A true oopy
swers.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clark.

early and get your

choice.

Sincerely Youre,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Comfort for

the

Feet !

This is the season when we are obliged
And let
to have comfortable Footwear.

remind you that you can find here anything you need to keep your feet warm
and dry. A good assortment of all kinds
ue

at the lowest

possible price.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera Hou

glu ttvtaxA Itmnnd
SOUTHPABIS.

day·.
Edgar Harding U working for Harry
Holden at the livery s'able.

Mr*. Frank White of Danville Junction
visited friends here last week.

SOCTH PAU· POiT ornes.
7:30 Α.*. to 7 «30 F. Μ.

offlce Hour·:

ORA*D TBCSK BAILWΑΙ.

S. P. Stearns bu been her· from Beth-

$

Commencing September A5, 190»,

Miss Myrtle Buck is visiting Rev. and
Mrs. ▲. W. Pottle at Buckfleld for a few

days.

Mrs. Wm. Culbert and Doris spent a
TRAIN· LKAVK SOUTH PARI·
few days with her brother in Groveton
4 ,οίηκ >lown, eaet)-5 3β Α. Μ., dally; 9:30 A. M.
dally ; β*» ρ ! last week.
,· ν except Sunday; 4:36 p.
m
*un<lay only.
Mrs. Herman Wilson will entertain the
3:» P.M.
M„
dally;
(we»t)-9:30A.
up
.'.utn*
10··ί a
Ltdies' Wbiat Club Thursday afternoon
ΛΑ / except Sundays 8:47 p.m., dally;
iod»y only.
of this week.
u..
George M. Giles i· vieiting relative· it
Mrs. J. P. Richardson is visiting the
Waterville for a few day·.
who are in Harrison with their
E. Morse read

V

■:,;ertainmeot

at

Friday evening
Belgrade.

at ac

Linns,

dog show.
Fanny V. Chapman

famous
Miss

is

expected

Meeting of Good Cheer Jan. 26, at 2 home this Monday afternoon from

,·. *., with Mr·. A. L. Holme·.
The annual meeting of Paris Lodge,
ν »od A. M., will be held on Tuesday
ev aingof this week.

of ten

days

a

visit

In Portland.

Rev. T. C. McKelvey occupied the
pulpit at the regular morning service at
the Baptist church Sunuay.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Motley, formerly
West
Paria
to
went
Howard W. Shaw
cf Hotel Andrews, have been at that
*st Tuesday and played clarinet in an
louse for the past few days.
■hestra for the dance there.
i,>k out for a big storm the laat of
we<»k. The Maine Press Association
·, in Portland Thursday and Friday.
i.

J
and
i

There will be a box supper and entertainment at the Biscoe District school
house Friday evening, January 28.

Joseph H. Jones and Wallace K. ClifH. Jones visited relatives in
ford were on Saturday drawn as traverse
a few days last week, and atof court.
the Chapman Alexander meet- jurors for the March term

ing··

·.■) J. Briggs has been vieitTt'and for a few days.
Id^ re »
,nd attend: ug the Chapman-Alexander

Mr. and Mrs. J. J· Merrill and son
Harold visited the family of R^v. J. B.
Little at Bethel over Saturday and Sun-

day.

The Delta Alphas will be entertained
evening by Mise Helen ChapThursday
the
Walker
of
W.
F.
Mrs.
Sir. and
man and Miss Sara Swett, at the letter's
Home Bakery have been spending
Mrs. Green home.
,st week at Harrison.
with Mr.
here
been
haa
furnished
The Swastika Orchestra
Bridgton
music for the dance given by the Pro,»r the week, keeping house at the
home.
gressive Club at Buckfield Thursday
<Λ

reeling».

of the late Frank A. Shurtrendered insolvent in the
ts
C art !a«*t Tuesday, and Alfred
and James S. Wright were
,,mba
on
claims
-ommissionere
; mted
égalant the estate.
ate

NORWAY.

el for a few

evening.

W. A. Blake has severed bis connection with the B. F. Spinney Co. and entered the employ of the United Shoe
Machinery Co.

not think for f*r they will be led by
What'* WhOM, tad Why?
reason and enlightenment to oppose the
honor the man who Is ready to sink
Half hi· preMot repute tor the freedom to think ; sel Ash nod ορρ'βββίτβ rltaal· of men.
or
And when he ha· thought, be hU oauae strong
They have been taught the virtue· of a
Will
half for the freedom to apeak.'1 alave—obedleuoe and aervlllty; and male
—James BusmII Lowell.
to understand tint what makes for mait·
Following my trtlole whiob appeared ery of a few, and shvery for all the rest,
in the Oxford Democrat Jan. 4, present- la neo nary and right.
Their ethic· are the ethics of •'•very.
ing the claim tbat labor produces «11
wealth, appeared a lengthy criticism, which reet upon the existing method of
which at the outset, admits the truth of producing and distributing the needs of
the assertion in the following language: ininan life. That method Is the private
In a sense It la true that all wealth has been ownership of the social means of pronature duction and distribution of the world β
produced—that la, material furnished by
naa been t<ken and converted Into form for
necessities. These means are owned by
men'· use—by ltbor.
certain people tod operated by other·.
Close to thia admission, we Sod a olear These
people are called capitaliste and
recognition of an intended purport of laborers. The laborers are human and
the writing aa follows:
must hate the means of life or die. They
The Socialist starts with the statement that must work or starve.
"
They must have
He rarely puts
"Labor produces all wealth
the conclusion baldly In so m*ny wonts, yet the access to the machinery* in order to
Is
to
the
tbat
hla
effect
whol) tenor of
argument
produce nesesslties. The private owner
because labor prodaces all wealth, all the prod- stands between the workers and the
uct of Industry should go to the laborers, and
means of produoing the means of life,
none of It anywhere else.
nnd with his power to deny, taxes the
That is it, precisely. The inferenoe waa
laborer to the .limit in the name of profit
plain, natural and unavoidable; and my for
granting the privilege. That is the
critic ra hor unwittingly admitted it,
and the way it is
and introduced tbe trutb which I wish way capital was made,
Consequences: Millionaires and
This involves tbe used.
next to emphasize.
loaded with propquestion of ethics, tbe question of rigbt mendicants; parasites
in poverty ;
and wrong, and my critic probably knows erty, producers submerged
shirkers in supremacy, and workers
)hat it is much more difficult to appeal without the means
of
life, without a
effectively to the sense of right than to
without a world, that they can
tbat of necessity. "It la right. It is home,
call their own.
just," may produce a few sentimental
Realizing this, one of the most entears, but "It's necessary; the stomach
lightened, eloquent and uncompromising
says so," is the expression tbat moves defenders of human
rights that ever livthe race. It is the principal argument
ed, Wendell Phillips, deliberately penof the Socialists.
and read at a reform convention in
"Yes," somebody says, "These Social- ned,
Massachusetts in 1871 the following
ists think more of their grub tban tbcy
words:
do of their Qod." And that pleases me,
"We affirm as a fundamental principle, that
for I see he catches the idea readily,
labor, the cr.ator of wealth, 1* entitled to all It
which makes it easier for me to
"I

Μ»ν ford Mud, for a long time clerk
at the James Smith .ho· store, h"
to Portland to take η ooureeof «tady In
hM
» business college.
taken Mr. Mann's place In the «tore.
Street Commissioner MiHett U *π
cellent oare taker of the streets. He
keeps the walks and crossings well
cleared end sanded.
C. B. Camming· A Sons have a considerable amount of pine logs on the Ice
The firm s
at Norway Lake.
pine,
spruce and hemlock from Oxford Is deleered at the upper mill
and hard wood bolts are unloaded at the
Bridge Street mill yard.
John W. Parsons has sold the extensive pine growth on the old homestead
farm on Pike hill to C. B. Cnmmings A
Sons. Only a part of the timber will be
cut this winter, as the firm have several
•easons to remove the growth.
Capt Moses P. Stiles was in Portland
during the week with his brother.
will divide his time between bis Norway and Portland business.
Eugene Lebroke, who broke his le»?
while hauling logs in Oxford »eTeral
days ago. Is getting along very com-

(jone

,Th^de°· f"Afc

ex^

_

rDi't'other

Grow Hair
Ingredients if Prop-

Clearance Sale!

powerful,

The knife has got into several of our departments and cut the prices remarkably low, in
some departments one-half the regular price.
They must go and they will go at these prices.
Are you going to let an opportunity like this
pass Ρ Many will take advantage. Are you
one of them?

They

If any of tbe ladle· are thinking ο !
getting anything In awltohee, braid·, tnr
ban frame·, puffs, etc., for their hair, i [ Certain

furnlab the aame for them as reaaon
erly Combined, Stimulate
Oni
aa they can get Id the olty.
Human Hair Growth
needs now, all the extra awltcbea, coro
Resorcln it one of the moat effective
net brtida and plna tbey can get, to bav< ,
Beta·
tbelr hair dreaaed properly for aoola I germ destroyers ever discovered.
jet ftbfunctions. Consult Mrs. W. L. Merrill napbtbol Is ft most
3h I solntely s»fe germicide ftod ftntiseptlo,
can

ably

Norway.

wblob prevents development of germ
mfttter, ftnd creates ft clean, healtby con-

Prejudiced.

dition.

(Boston Globe )
It is observed at Washington that pro
testa agalnat the pardon of Charles W
Morse are coining from people who lost
money through patting confidence It
his assurance·—bat tbey, of coarse, ar<

Pilocarpine, although not ft coloring
matter or dye, Is an ingredient well
established for its power to restore
nfttunl color to human hftlr.
Borax, because of its well-defined softening and oleanaing properties, is most
useful in the treatmeot of scalp and hair
diseases. Glycerine acts as a stimulant
to the hair bulbs, and bas ft soothing,

prejudiced.

A WILD BLIZZARD RAGING

brings danger, suffering—often death— healing ftndi nourishing influence. AI;
to thousands, who take colda, cougbi
cobol is Indispensable in medicine beand lagrippe—that terror of Winter anc
cause of Its antiseptic, stimulating and
Spring. Its danger signals are "atuffer preservative qualities.
up,'1 nostrils, lower part of nose aore
Rezall "93" Hair Tonic is chiefly comchills and fever, pain in back of bead
posed of these ingredients, which are
Wbei
and a
throat-gripping cough.
compounded in a peculiar form, and we
Orio attacks, as you value your life
believe it the most effective remedy
don't delay getting Dr. King'a New Dis
known to medical science for scalp and
covery. "One bottle cured me," writei hair troubles
generally. We personally
A. L. Dunn of Pine Valley, Miss., "aftei
guarantee it to eradicate dandruff and
'laid
three
weeka
with
tbe
in
up'
Grip.'
time
being
for
a
Perkins,
long
irritations and to grow hair, even
For sore lungs, Hemorrhages, Coughs scalp
trucking business, has sold hie horse.
the scalp in spots is bare of hair,
Colds, Whooping Cougb, Bronchitis though
On account of poor health he found himof course there is life and
$1.00 providing
Asthma, it's supreme. 50c.
self unable to do the work.
in the hair roots,
vitality
remaining
R F.
Guaranteed by P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
L. P. Bartlett, Jr., of the firm of B.
i We want every one troubled with
Spinney A Co., was in town during the
scalp disease, dandruff or loss of hair to
week looking after the shoe industry.
Prominent druggists in Biddeford and try Rexall "93" Hair Tonic.
If it does
The municipal officers have a crew of
Augusta were given jail sentences in not remove dandruff and promote a
young men at work destroying brown
liquor caaea last week.
growth of hair to the satisfaction of the
tail moth nests. They find many nests
user, we will without question or quibwork
and are apparently doing their
MAKING LIFE SAFER.
ble return every cent paid us for it.
proceed.
Everywhere life la being made more This guarantee is printed on every packWThe annual meeting of the
Every institution or system has its ""Affirming thte, we avow ourselves willing to safe through the work of Dr. King'e age. It has effected most satisfactory
Mutual Relief Association of Maine was ethics, that is, a code of ideas respecting accept the final results of the operation of a New Life Pills in
Constipation, Bilious results in 93 out of 100 cases where put
eo radical—such as the overthrow of
held at Odd Fellows' Hall Monday even- the Tightness of its characters or of that principle
the whole profit-making system, the extinction nees,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Livei to a practical test.
ing, Jan. 17. The new assessment plan of its activities. So when a new order of all monopolies, the abolition ofthe privileged troubles, Kidney Diseases and Bowel
Rexall "93" Ilair Tonic is entirely unand various amendments to the by-laws or programme is presented to the minds classe*, universal education and fraternity· Disorders.
They're
easy, but sure, and like and in every particular different
be t ami
uerfcct
freedom
of
and,
exchange,
a oarefu
of men, the element of ethics immediate- Srran
were approved and voted
25c at F. from anything else we know of for the
leet of all, the final obliteration of that foul perfectly build up the health.
The electiou ly appears, and tbe Tightness of the stigma upon our so-called Christian civilisation— A. Shurtleff A Co.1·.
consideration of the matter.af^r
purpose for which it is recommended.
of
the
masses."
of officers resulted as follows:
proposition must necessarily be explain- the poverty
We urge you to try it at our entire risk.
ed to the satisfaction of the inquirers— Now do
President—A. S. Kimball
Certainly we could offer no better
you wonder that the thoughts of
Born.
Vlce-Pres.-G. N. Weymouth.
of
the
is
the
and here
great problem
Two sizes, 60 cents and
;
continued abuses and of failing political
guarantee.
mental advancement of the human race.
$1.00. Sold in South Paris only at our
Trea*— W W Whltmarsh.
promises are rankling in the minds of
I
as
we
of
Almon
wife
will
understand
In
Jan.
to
the
Tou
Emery
S3,
SecreParts,
proceed. the beaten and benighted hosts of the
Director*—l'renldent.
store,—The Rezall Store. F. A. Shurta eon.
tarv Treasurer, Horace Vlce.P^.Ment
Purlnton, Ruei
There is tbe codes of ethics, the moral under world? In the
light shed upon the In East Waterfortl, Jan. 14, to the wife ol leff & Co.
L. W.
wn, C. H. Morrill, Bllery Bowden, and "J00]"
code, some call it, of jurisprudence, un- situation by brighter brains than mine, Albert B. Bean, a eon.
ΙΉΟΒΑΓΚ NIITICKS.
derstood by the lawyer; tbe ethici of how does It
In Stow, Jan. 18, to the wife of W. G. McAl
"Seal Director—Blal F. Bradbury. M. D.
appear to you? Do you look later, a
Γο all persons Intcrcstc'l In either of the Rotate
daughter.
Mrs Thomas Smiley died at her home journalism, understood by editors; the for anything but the spirit of revolt?
In Brownfleld, Jan. 10, to the wife of Clifford
hereinafter named :
in Portland Monday morning after a ethics of matrimony, understood by— and can you conscientiously condemn Jones, a eon.
At ~a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
are
In Andover, Jan. β, tc the wife of Eben for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
it? If so, what do you expect?
lone sickness. She was 53 years of age. well, by scarcely anybody, but which
a
Hutchtne, daughter.
Jan., In the year of our Lord one thousand
It is the result of repeated injury, and
She was born In Portland and after lived interesting to divines and divorce courts
In North Waterford, Jan. 6, to the wife ol nine hundred and ten.
The following matter
It will rise, intelligent or otherwise, and John Willie, a aon.
in Bridgton and Norway. She was mar- because "it pave."
having been presented for the action thereupon
There are the etbics of pugilism, that
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
ried to Mr. Smiley about twenty years
grow more tense. It Is natural. It is
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
it is right for men to pommel eacb the result of economic
»2o and up to seven years ago resided say
pressure, of InMarried.
tereated, by causing a copy of this order to be
in Norway
Mr. and Mrs. Smiley moved other into hash; and of cannibalism, dustrial evolution, and to that extent is
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
to Portland when the Portland store, tbat it is rigbt to eat the haah. There evolutionary·. And still there is more to
A. T. Mc
Rev.
Jan.
In
South
22,
appear at a
by
Paris,
Paris, In said County, that they
In
of
chattel
were the ethics
slavery.
follow, mark you, and understand, that Whorter, Mr. Vernal E. Thomas an-1 Miss Vic; Probate Court to be held at may
operated by Mr. Smiley,
said Paris on
a prominent minister in
to the extent the power of private wealth, Hall, both of Pa Is.
the third Tuesday of February, ▲ D. 1910, at 9
During the past three years Mrs. Smiley slavery times, name
was Kapin, I beIn Bethel, Jan 1, by Rev. C. L. Ranghart, Mr of the clock In tbe forenoon, and be heard thereId industry or state, endeavors to supbaa been a great sufferer. During all the South, (hie
Wlllard F. ι lough of Bethel and Mies Annie F, I on If they see cause.
that time she has been cared for by lieve) declared: "We know our work. press or stop this consequence, this spirit Brown of Albany.
William Cnihmtn late of Hartford, detrained nurses. The services were held It is to preach and pray for tbe slaves." of revolt will assume a stronger name,
In Bethel, Jan. 17, by Rev. J. H. Lltfle, Mr
and
Herbert Powell Lyon of Rumford and Mlsi ceased; will and petition for probate thereoi
■t ο a m
Wednesday. The interment I He did not say it was their duty to edu- and pursue its natural course.
the
appointment of Emma E. Park or some
Bartlett of Bethel.
out of bis bondage, or to
"as at Benton Falls. The Norway store cate the inNegro
But what must we expect in this re- Amy
other suitable person as administratrix with the
In Norway, Jan. 19, by William F. Jonea, Emi
and
him a desire for

Gra^

On Saturday, Feb. 5, Paris Grange
who have attended the will have an all-day meeting, with an
xander meetings in Port· address in the afternoon in open session
r Λ
iur:ug the past week are T. M by Howard Davies of Yarmouth.
Davis, Dr. C. L. Buck,
-, Mrs. T. M
Mrs. Harold T. Brig^s and daughter
Mrs. Leroy Abbott,
-h. S. ('. Ordwav,
Mary and Mrs. Wallace Strickland were
iirs. James S. Wright.
guests of Kev. J. H. Little and family at
-•onth Paris will hereafter appear in their home in Bethel last Thursday.
celepii oe book. This was arranged
The letters of the first division of the
e c< urnittee of the board of trade,
Good Cheer, from A to G inclusive, will
with
confer
to
·*
not necessary
i it w
Mrs. Holmes'
have their meeting at
Abbott of the Maine Telephone
»*·
Wednesday afternooon to make arrangeMr.
was
matter
..e
arranged by
ments for the February supper.
.·
the manager of the Norway
Be dieting for the good things to be
txchaage.
served Feb. 1st, the Good Cheer supper,
A. West gave a very enjoyable followed
by Mr. Miller's lecture. Fif'.inner party at her home, on teen cents for lecture; fifteen cents for
ν
ν
the 17th, in honor of her mothsupper; or both for twenty-five cents.
liberty;
develop
was closed Wednesday.
spect from the class that rides and rules
birthday. Four of Mr· Parlin's
—ill he
be they deliberately refrained from doing and robs, and pays the
The 16th annual clerks ball will
At the regular meeting Friday evenpoliticians,
with their
vlren were present
his
and
class—
reverend
the officers of Hamlin Lodge, K. of leld at the Opera House Tuesday eyen- so, because tbe
preachers, and the ΡΓβ,β8'„
w.®
>ns, and four of her ten grand- ing
the preaching, teaching, owning, master are
It
is insult
a
and
A.
1st.
Music
Feb.
G.
D.
C.
were
installed
ng,
a
glad?
twenty
piece
C.,
prosperous
by
by
hap- P.,
•u, making with the fam ly
class—secured their living from the added to
it
know
and
the
one
of
the
best.
in
a
Pond
)rc'iestra,
Mont
of
Chase
people
I
very
injury,
Bryant's
irty of fourteen.
slave, but suppress the thought. This they
manner.
Next Friday evening
Henry 0. Holden has leased his corn labor of the slave. Owningof tbe
pleasing
his
toil.
the
a
moet
>n Tans enjoyed
pleasant the lodge will work the rank of Esquire, ihop store and will spend the rest of the they owned
products
can not, should not, and will not *lw*y®
laat Tuesday.
hall
The slave was a means of production, a do. But what must we expect?
at their
Let
winter in Massachusetts. The lessee
of
transfer
the
is
that
It
understood
owner
used
it
The
was
servmachine.
or
a
lelicinus
,t
tool,
supper
Alfred A. Everett.
Ridpatb in his History of the world
and
the
for
wealth
to
e
second division, consisting of the property of the Norway Water Co.
himself,
produce
The annual election of officers of tne
speak out: "The iron jaws of Privilege
itoe·, cold ham, lobster salad, in town to the South Paris Village Cor- Congregational Ladies' Circle resulted as whole aristucratio class stood upon, and do not release their hold upon the marwas supported by tbe iDstitution of row bones of
kles of all kinds, hot rolls, poration is ready to be consummated, olio we:
society until they have
tea and and it is now expected that the water
chattel slavery, and those people, as a been broken."
η and custard pie,
.»
we
President—Mrs ".
will
be
from the village supp'y system
ut vice-Pres.—Mrs. H· L. Bartiett.
..mes
and general
class, declared that it was right. Their, The Socialist sees and senses this, and
turned into the pipes Tuesday morning,
2d Vice·Pres.—Mrs. F Ν. Barker.
ethics grew out of and agreed with the has resolved to tell the truth based upon
yod after supper.
Treas.—Mrs John Swain.
and the Norway supply shut off.
prevailing method of producing wealth, I economic justice and equal opportunity
.•stern Maine Poultry Aseocia- |
the means of life. They therefore said to all mankind. The concern of the
Mrs.
Β
I
Com
Holmes,
George
Post
and
Circle
William
Kimball
Κ
an adjourned meeting at the |
t
Ϊ. Andrews and Mrs. George P. Locke.
I and believed that slavery was right, and Socialists begins with the original and
At that i have invited the G. A. R. organizations
Tuesday evening.
The annual voyage of
Lodge, went to tbe limit of voice and violence constant demands of human nature, and
West
Sumof
:
the
dates
Hebron, Oxford, Norway,
was voted to change
that "right."
ίο 1 Ark Mariners, at Masonic «a*'» I
ends in the Socialist Co-operative Comar's show from those previous- ! ner, and Bethel to a campfire Jan. 29.
Work.
That system of slavery was destroyed, monwealth, which meane, according to
1 Ian
2β, at 7:30 p. m
e 3d. 4th and 5tb of January, | Dinner will be served promptly at 11:30.
a
makbecame
1 nents and reports followed by the elec- l· Ind tbe "right"
wrong,
Webster's Dictionary, "A more precise
also voted detinitely to Citizens are requested to display as 1
was
Ion of officers for the ensuing year.
ing it necessary for the people to get a and orderly state of society than has yet
-h iw at South Paris.
many fi igs as possible in honor of Departor
off
the
I
some
other
of
Mrs. Charles Johnston
Portsmouth, living
way
get
existed." Their program is
ment Commander McCausland, who is
>l H
is the guest of her brother, LK. ι earth. And that other way was the
irk has bargained for the sale
1. To educate the workers of the
expected to be present.
ι,
ν Su-tine-ts on Main Street to i
Drake Dr. and Mrs. Johnston prooess that exista to-day of wage-labor world to an understanding of their rights
its
held
The
Seneca
Club
of
few
because
meeting
and
for
the
some
,
has
from
Norwav
which,
who
noved
\ [.
years ago.
past
private capital,
as well as wrongs how the former are
n
the predominance of capital, is called denied, but
f >r A. E. Shurtleff at scheduled for the 24th on Saturday evenPast Consul P. H. Never*
may be had, and how the
Mr. Tubbs will take, ing, and wan entertained by Miss S. Μ. | he officers of Norway Camp, No. 10,358 capitalism.
latter are imposed, but may be
ine
We are now called upon to consider by the exercise of the political power
kbout the first of February. Wheeler. The programme included roll tf. W. Α., Wednesday evening
.<
tbe ethice of capitalism, if such an ex- which
jfficers are:
Ni
purchased a grocery buei- ; call—household suggestions; paper, How
they already possess, without at!
The
ree Street. Portland, and ex- We are Fed, Mrs. Fernald; paper.
Consul—W. H. D. Smith.
pression may be used. It is a paradox, tempting to reverse the wheels of indusof
M.a*lm.
Southern
Adviser—Howard
Groves
California,
the
terms.
of
Ethics
Orange
»
contradiction of
>·
possession there about
try, or to destroy any truly useful acRanker—Frank Haskell.
.·
...k
written by Mrs. Hilton, and read in her
cannibalism sounded bad enough. The
Clerk—F. E. DeCoster.
complishment of society.
and
a
Miss
absence
a
code
in
their
Walker;
moral
piano
idea
of
by
eociety
Escort—
2, To organize and drill them suffiΝ". Kewley was called to I solo
Fran^WUham.
| neems
by Mrs. Wheeler.
absurd; but an industrial and ciently to complete the coming revoluib.nit fen days since by the ill- I
Phvalclan—H. L. Bart le tt
in
the
of
ethics
I tion from
code
financial
capitalist
Last Wednesday afternoon a merry
private to collective ownerManager for three years—Nathan Thompkln·.
h<>r father, Samuel H Bee<iy. j
state is bard to be conceived, difficult of
ship of the collective instruments of
gathered at Highland Cottage
iv died Friday morning, at the party
Geo. K. Robinson attended the managdiscovery, and not to be understood. I production and exchange of the world s
Mr. Kewley went to ! when the hostesses, Mrs. Cora Briggs es' meeting of the Maine Tel. Λ Tel. Co. will
f M years.
let those explain who know. Be necessities.
in it Rum ford.
Saturday morning to attend the and Mrs Katie Liniler, entertained
to be undeceived.
The followThese things are all the products of
hospitable manner. The
The officers of Harry Ruet Poet, No. prepared
Γι ra which was held on Sunday. In their usual
ing from Thoe. W. Lawson, in Every- the labor of present and past society, at
l. Q. A. R.t are:
Mr Kewley's absence his pulpit at the occasion was in memory of days of yore,
body's Magazine of August, 1005, illus- a cost of sacrifice and agony and death
an
V
st church was occupied by 0. L. and fifteen old time friends enjoyed
P. C.—Wlnfleld S. Cordwell.
trates this point ;
excellent supper together, and with
8. V.C.—E. R Kneelan i.
beyond the power of genius to express.
St ne of Norway.
J. V.C -W. W. Tworoblv.
"The truth le that In 'big business' all civilized They are too sacred, great, and useful
reminiscences, music and games the
Ε
Kimball.
M.-M
Q.
wrtised letters in South Paris post time was
;ustoms have Ion* since been su<peode'l. The to remain the private instruments of ophappily spent.
Chap.—W. IT. Co*.
t>lack flag I· to-day the standard. Thuggery
C* i e .Ian. 24:
Sur*.—1C Hu«eey.
pression of especially the ones whose
m 1 assassination are so much the rule nowaof
Aurora
officers
The
Encampment
y -t < vnlhla Brown.
Ο I).—D. A. Jordan.
that all parties to a business transaction labor made their existence possible.
days
were installed last Monday evening, in a
O. G —Perry KuoeeU.
«s Ve nn Krown.
dirk*.
wear armor and carry
I
They are nearly ready for social ownerγη I Ik Krown.
Q. M. S.-W. O. NeeUham.
session open to all Odd Fellows, by
"Property rlguts are vested In power; the sole
which will render society eecure
ν re James Dene.
Ailj K. YoUDR.
license to have Is the strength to hold; to covet ship
Grand Patriarch Leon S Merrill of Solon,
Vr William Fletcher (i.)
S. M.-U E. Walker.
another man'· railway or factory If you be the from the condition which makes for diswho gave a good address later in the
Μ τ W. Hardy.
Socialism
Jennie Baker, manager of the Smiley stronger, Is full warrant and charter to Its pos- cord, conflict and despair.
•irlee H Hussey (2).
evening. The principal officers of the store, is enjoying a few weeks' vacation sesion. In pursuit of'made'dollars greed and will restore the natural relation of manMr*. W. UwId
sunnln* lead the pack; kindliness, fair detllng
arer
encampment
Vrs. Edle Mollm.
with friends and relatives in Waterford. ind truth hive lost the «cent. To-day the penal kind to Mother Earth, by scouring to
V r». Emm* Martin
C. P.—C. A. Mtrtton
to
:ode la Wall Street's Bible; Its priest the corevery one the perpetual opportunity
3. W.-P L. Swan
>ir. Clinton Scrlbner.
conscience Is fear of legal con·
\grculturai Society Trustees Meet. poration lawyer;
work with the beet machinery that in
Use Lola D. Smith.
Scribe-ueorge W. Haskell.
; the sole crime, being caugit; talent;
lequences
're. Nancv Swan.
Treasurer—A. K. Shuttle!.
The trustees of the Oxford County ind character are best prjved by a large bank genuity and labor can devise, and to
J. W.— Ralph Hemingway.
V i-M Irene Tubbs.
err Is to fail; continued success In
Agricultural Society held a meeting account; to and
posées and enjoy the value be creates,
rs Veil Ward we 11.
a few years' Immunity from
«peculation,
and the ethics of that institution are,
Our tine winter has taken a new turn. Tuesday at the assessors' office. The iu*tlce
■i
Nina Webster.
constitute a reputation for virtue and
ν '«β Geraliene Whitman.
The weather is tine overhead, but the jffieers of the society are the same as «tablllty that finds Its highest justification as a and always will be, right.
i». Wilson.
thaw and rain of Friday night and Satur- ast year, and all were present at this Dandy asset behind a bond Issue. It la a deplor-1
Thanking you for the courtesy of
of ible fact that In carrying through the great your olurans, I desire to be, and to re
A sensation was furnished in Boston day has made the sleighing in some meeting except Trustee J. W. Libby
leals that have marked the last few year#, It
division superintendents Das become a habit for men to He, cheat, steal, ! main, a friend to you, and to all my fel»
ek by the petition of Florence D. places uncertain, and in other place· Hartford. The
will be the same as at bribe and commit perjury."
E. A. Tyleb,
lowmen.
>f that city for annulment of her very certainly gone. Part of the peop'e For this year's fair
Norway, Maine.
who travel are on wheels, and some of Che last fair.
Do you see that? Do any good to deny j
•nage to Arthur W. Foster, of Boston
O.
ftelds
of
Treasurer
William
The
The
report
V
ii? Are we not all satisfled that it is :
York, which marriage occur- the others wish they were.
The Democrat's comment on Mr.
and Prothingbam shows a cash balance in
he 2d of January, though it was and hills are looking pretty brown,
true, and that all humanity is suffering !
previous letter has called out the
is hardly that Che treasury of $1440 43, which is about
or mentally, or both, as the Tyler's
a t πι
le public at the time. Mrs. F>s- the general effect of things
physically
somewhat lengthy reply. We conabove
The
account
winter
nice
less
than
a
But
it's
$400
ago.
of
year
mighty
January.
Miss Florence
result of such unscrupulous conduct at ι
re marriage
fees that we can find in it little that is in
thows expenditures for the year in re- the "head centres" of our
:id, daughter of J. Frank Howland weather just the same.
great Indus-1 the line of
a
argument. While we do not
of
and
$1508.57,
resiimprovements
trial machines? And do we not know
iton, a well known summer
Kinaldo Wiggin entertained a party of pairs
care to prolong the discussion, we wish
was
for
which
of
jonsiderable
perpart
that the real values which those people
Paris, and proprietor of Mouot- little boys at his home on Park Street
to eay briefly this:
be
V:ew Stock Farm. In the petition last Monday afternoon, from four o'clock manent improvements, so that it may
possess, and by which they live in luxuWe not question that there are wrong»
teen that the society has prospered for rious indolence or lawless
the
at
were
the
■>et forth that
revelry,
petitioner
until six. It was the occasion of his
that may be righted. We not question
Che year.
exhausted
from
wearied
and
wrested
the
>f the ceremony was "so much in sixth
birthday, and assisted by his little
that there is inequality in the condition
The largest item of receipts shown in brains and hands of honest toil?
"■ι fed and overcome from the use of
guea's, Ralph Clifford, Harlan Abbott, the
of men—there always will be, under any
is 14297 00 for tickets. The
report
the
see
bow
near
x: «ting liq'iors and from the effects
to
Can't
you begin
Leslie Marston, Calvin Morse and Robert
item of expenditures is $4133.14 tru h it is to
system. We do not question that some
viate or other drug as to deprive Dennison, Master Rinaldo led the games largest
say that capitalism has no men have amassed and are amassing
For premiums.
··
of
no
no
sense
moral
til sense of volition and to reader until a
code,
in
the
heart,
right enormous fortunes, more than they
dainty lunch was served
The dates of this year's fair were fixed and
wrong? If not, read this by Robert
ipable of knowing what she was dining room, which was decorated all in
sysis Sept.
13, 14 and 15. The premium β. Iugersoll, Republican politician and ought to have under any righteous
then doing."
six
burnwith
cake
tem of ethics, and that other men fail to
pink. The biithday
number of
list was revised, and a
orator:
of
the
do
was
a
feature
labor—we
party,
The buys' band now under way is in ing candles
get full return for their
changes made in it. The class races and
In the days of slavery the strong devoured the not believe it
is possible for roan to
n; 'tion with Lumley Castle of the and each little guest, having presented
their purses are the same as last year,
carried
weak—actually ate their flesh. In spite of all contrive any system which will entirely
Holy Ci rail, recently organized, and is his host with a birthday gift,
open to all horses. There are added the lows that man has made, In spite of all adIts home a candle as a souvenir of the pleas- three stake r aces,for colts one, two and vances In science, the strong, the cunning, the abolish that condition. We do not deny,
known as Lumley Castle Band.
still live oa the weak, the unfortunate nor do we affirm, that under present-day
ant time.
ft) -'rs are:
three years old, for $50, $75 and $100 heartless,
and foolish. True, they do not eat their flesh or
conditions those who labor with their
V i"%<er—Lloy<l DavU.
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
drink their blftod, but they live on their labor,
respectively.
on the whole, less
r?iary—Kae Newton.
In the vegetable department, a new on their denial, their weariness and want. The hands are getting,
1
••aeu'-er—Sumner Davis.
toll, who than their fair share in the division. We
Mrs. Josephine Gifford of Sherburne,
is added for the best display of poor man who deforms himselfallby
r xrcutlve Committee— Harold Merrill, Ralph
premium
bis
and
wife
chll·
anxious,
for
through
do not deny that the industrial system
Vt., is working for Mrs. F. R. Witham. Held crops and vegetables by a boy un- labors
* "
we, (_ bar lee Cook.
barren, wasted life—who goes to the grave withbe improved. All
out ever having had one luxury—has been the now prevailing may
\r
r Morgan of Norway, leader of the
Mrs. Nelson Lapbam of West Paris is der 18 years of ago.
He has been devoured by his these may be granted, without establishIn the fruit department, there is add- food of others.The
•;th Paris Band, is instructor of Lum- the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Charles
bare
In
the
woman
fellow men.
living
poor
for the Socialist prov i as'.le Band.
ed a premium for the largest and best and lonelv room, cheerless and fireless, sewing ing any basis
As far as now organ- Swett.
of winter apples raised and ex- night and day to keep starvation from a child, Is gramme.
die members of the band and the
display
her
with
Fobes
is
Miss Eunice
staying
Mr. Tyler hinte>.at something evolubeing devoured by her fellow men.
11
hibited by one person. There is also to slowly
riments they will undertake areas
Wheu I take Into consideration the agony of
When
W. H. Swett. All the
sister, Mrs.
be set aside $20 each year for Ave years, clvtllied life—the failures, the poverty, the anx- tionary rather than revolutionary.
fo'lows:
schools in Wakefield, Mass., where Miss to make a premium to be awarded at the iety. the tears, the withered hopes, the bitter the well-wisher of mankind, call him
s " uer Davlx, clarionet.
the hunger, the crime, the humiliation, Socialist or anything else, comes forward
Fobes is teaching, are closed on account end of the five
* Cook, clarionet.
years for the best acre of realities,
the shame—I am almost forced to say that canmore
of the prevalence of small pox.
trees set this year within the nibalism, aftir all. Is the most merciful form In with any plan to make -conditions
;;"" l l'avis, cornet.
apple
•id Penfold, cornet
whioh Is evolutionary in its
of this society. This Is similar to which man has ever lived upon his fellow man.
equitable,
limits
•w,ii
Jan.
uok cornet.
Studio
We «ball close the Cottage
the
nature, be finds ooming to bis aid
^
the premium given for the state by J. J.
Chapman, alto.
AU thla, and more, is painfully true,
24thto30tb, to enable us to be in Bosbroadest minded and
highest minded
'•■crman Wuodwottb, alto.
H. Gregory, and the conditions are the bat "the end is not
It
latest
not
will
aoon
'·· τ
the
io
instruction
yet,"
ton for special
brooks, sIMe trombone.
students of economic conditions. Theothat this is smaller in
'»· ert W(xxiwortb. *Ude trombone.
our same, except
be if the people rely upon the activities dore Roosevelt Is the truest Socialist
photographic methods. Wait foroffer.
amount and confined to the territory of the
a:;»h Andrf«r<, bass horn.
rule.
class
free
announcement
and
our
ruling
class—upon
return,
has seen, for his programme
Kae Newton, Robert Whittle, snare drums.
covered by this society, which is Oxford The unending growth of greed, gratified this country
Karoi'l Merrill, bus drum.
Miss Libby.
County and two or three towns in North- by a corresponding growth of power to was evolutionary.
l.lewe!|yn Hart'ett.
The trouble with the Socialists Is that
Wlcdeld Brooks.
ern Cumberland.
Ζ en as Maxim.
control the resources and means of makpreach not an evolution, but a
they
Zonas Maxim died at his home in Ash·
ing wealth, intensifies the natural and révolution which involves confiscation,
Suicide at West Paris.
land. Wis., on Wednesday, Jan. 12, at a
legitimate demands of "common folks,'1
any attempt to meet or
Sidney Farnam, a well known and and all of us become Involved in a mad without making
must
which
little leu than 70 years of age. He was
the problems
recogn<ze
committed
farmer,
respected
luxuries
highly
needs
and
rush and raoe for the
a native of Paris, a brother of Miss Kate
come with that revolution; that they
banging
suicide
by
morning
Thursday
we
what
dollar
is
of life. The almighty
the premise,
Maxim of this town, and a twin brother
He went to the barn as wish to see. Mammon becomes our base their argument upon
in bis barn.
of the late George W. Maxim. He marutterly false especially under modern
usual to do his chores and not returning
man
are
of
in
saored
the
of
Buckfield
and
rights
Waldron
Jane
ried Sarah
God,
conditions, that labor produoes all
bis family, assisted by a neighbor, went
under foot. You may say this
the early fifties, and in 1856 settled in
trampled
wealth, and Its inevitable conclusion that
his
lifeless
and
foand
in search of him
is all the false and fruitless produot of a
Fond du Lac, Wis. In 1881 he removed
Is entitled to no compensation
capital
No
the
barn.
a
in
beam
hanging to
distorted mind. If so, proceed, and see for Its use—which ie contrary to oommon
to Ashland, Wis., which was ever after body
act
for
the
except what comes from brains of aober sense
cause is assigned
ac
his home. He served during the civil
sense and will never be permanently
s melancholy condition caused by old and undoubted honesty.
Nov. 21, 1864,
war in a Wisconsin regiment, and was
any large fraction of mankind;
by
cepted
he
that
the
and
impression
perhaps
Abraham Lincoln penned the following and that they spend their strength In
eogaged in seven battles and twenty-one age
Mr. Farnam
an inourable disease.
words:
skirmishes. He was a member of the had
rhetorical appeals to olass prejudice, inon the farm where he died for
lived
had
••Yes, It bis been Indeed a tiring hour for the stead of making any attempt to consider
Grand Army of the Republic, and the
of
82
was
Πβ
a
crisis
age.
years
future
near
aprepublic; but I see In the
of the economic problems
funeral was in charge of that order. He many years.a
widow, also a daughter, proaching that unnerves me and causes me to seriously any
He leaves
In their programme, or pointleave· a wife, two son·, grandchildren
of Massachusetts, and tremble for the safety of my country. have been ooDoerned
Abbie
Hook,
Mrs.
▲s a result of the war corporations
and a
a
ing out the steps by which It Is to be aca son, Frank S. Farnum, children of
enthroned and an era of corruption In high
due appreciation
the money power of the complished. With all
and
one
will
and
follow,
adopted
places
former
marriage,
The Evangelistic Meetings.
by of the Inequities which the Socialists
of North country will endeavor to prolong lu re1*nu itll
Hattie
Mrs.
Childs,
working upon tbe prejudices of the people
The meeting· of the Chapman-Alexan- daughter,
wish to oorrect, and all sympathy with
Mrs. Farnum has been an in- all wealth Is aggregated In a few bands, and the
Paris.
der campaign at South Pari·, conducted
their desire to improve conditions, we
for many years, so his son, Frank republlo Is destroyed. I feel at this moment
valid
at
the
Baptist
than wish to say conoisely even if inelegantly,
of
the
for
oountry
my
more
safety
by Rev. T. C. McKelvey
re-'
anxiety
Farnum, and his wife have always
even In the midst of war. God
that until they quit spending their time
church, bave been continued during the Qiaioed
"
The ever before,
at home to care for them.
Whatever the
grant that my suspicions may prove groundless
declaiming and get down to business,
past week as announced.
comof
the
have the sympathy
Now, dear reader, do not run away,
need not look for any large followweather or traveling, there ha· been a family
they
held
was
funeral
the
and a munity. Saturday
Stay with as, do;
good attendance at tbeia services,
on High Street,
we will make the prospects of a brighter ing.
And
from
his
late
residence
manifested.
day
good degtfe of interest
West
Rev. I. S. Macduff officiating.
More clear to you.
Meetings this Monday evening, and Paris Lodge of Odd Fellows, of which
Owing to the increase in freight busiwill
and
afternoon
evening
Tneaday
Let us be honest, frank, and generous. ness, plans have been oompleted for a
the deceased was jt member, conduoted
cloae the aeries.
the services.
Humanity Is In the grip of forces that new and larger freight shed at the Lewisare
absolute, and does not fully under- ton yards of the Grand Trunk Railway.
MISTAKE
A WRETCHED
Association.
Orowers'
the order of their ways. So many It is expeoted that work on the conFruit
stand
distress of
to endure the itebing,
laws and rules run counter struction of the new building will begin
man-made
and
of
the
annual
The adjourned
meeting
Pile·. There's no neied to. Listen: "I
buildiog
to the po were that be, and the result Is In the spring. The bridge
AssociaGrowers'
Frait
Will
Oxford
County
suffered much from Pile·," write·
hurtful to the raoe. They do not under- crews of the Qrand Trnnk have begun
at
Paris
as
announced,
held
be
will
"till
tion
1
got
the Little AnA. Marsh of Slier City, N. C.,
South Paris, Thursday, stand the industrial order of the day, work on the bridge aoross
I a box of Bucklen'· Arnica Salve, and Grange Hall,
Corner.
at and being alow to learn, they "grin and droscoggin River at Littlefield's
An
session,
opening
27.
Jan.
all-day
Ulcers,
Boil·,
Barn·,
was soon cured."
a Tbia la the laat of five steel bridges to be
dinner served at nooo. bear" the hurtful consequent»· of
with
A.
10:30
u.,
Eczema,
Cat·, Chapped
Fever Sore·,
on the Lewlston branch of the
B. F. Hitoblngs will be present heartless plan, rather than to be suspect- built
Hand·, Chilblain·, vanish before it. 25o 1 Professoran address
ed of Impiety or Ingratitude. They do Qrand Trunk.
in the afternoon.
and
Co.'a.
à
give
Shnrtieff
at F. ▲.
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Mr.

Edmund

B.

Mies

Carter and

Vilda

F.

Blsbee, both of Norway.
In Rumford Falls, Jan. 19, by Rev. R. B,
Barber, Mr. Quy Duval Hemenway and Mrs.
Mabel Inez Adams, both of Woodstock.

Died.
Portland, Jan. 17, Mrs. Mary Kimball
wife of Thomas Smiley, aged 63 Tears.
In Albany, Jan. 18, Sumner Hutchinson, aged
80 years.
In Portland, Jan. 15, Henry S. Have) of Rumford, aged 77 years.
In Bucklleld, Jan. 19. Mrs. Cynthia, widow of
Charles H. Berry, aged 84 years.
In I'.uckfleld, Jan. 20, Benjamin Franklin
Chase, aged 80 years.
In West Paris, Jan. 20, Sidney Farnum, aged
82 years.
In

Smiley,

Condensed Statement of the

Oxford Conitr Patrons of Husbandry Mutual
Fire Insurance Company.
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1609.
$ 203 90
Cash In office and bunk
0
Notes or securities (Except prem. notes).
415 63
Assessments unpaid,
0
Cash premiums unpaid
0
Cash In hands of officers or agent"
Interest
All other

0
37 00

Ladies' Suits and Coats.
Were
"

$25

20.00

"

18.00

44

15.00
13 50

44

"

Were
44

"

Fur Caps.
Clearance Sale $3.49
$4.98
2.49
3.98

"

44

44

450

3.98
1.98

44
44

44

"

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

were
44

44

3 50
3.50

44

98

(t

44

44
44

Children's
>«

44

44

»

it

2

,k

44

4'

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

3.73

$5.00
650
5 00
3 5°

2.00

3 25

Children's Dresses.
$2.98, 2.50 Cl'anceSale $1.98
1.49
1.98

Were

49

44

79

tt

1.98

$9.00
6.50

44

44

44

44

44

249

98

Clearance Sale

10.

44

44

44

$2.99
1.99
1.49

Clearance Sale

$15.00

8.00,7.50
4.98
Opossum,
3.98
4 98
Grey Squirrel,
Sweater Coats.
Clearance Sale $2.98
Were $3 98
44

5.OO

44

44

44

6.25

44

Isabella Fox Shawl Collars,

Wolf,
Isabella Fox,

9.00
7-5°

44

«

Clearance Sale

Were

4 98
Opossum Shawl Collars,
1000
Blue Opossum Shiwl Collars,
Fur Throws.
Blended Squirrel, were $ 8.00

Blue

10.00

Children's Coats.

$5.98
498
398
3.35
2.00
3.98
ι 49
1.98
Ladies' Furs.

4%

·«

"

44
44

IO.OO

44

$13.50

Clearance Sale

00

44

,4

44

1.50

98

44

5°

44

44

44

44

44

44

1

.19
75
39

Ladies' Dress Skirts.

Clearance Sale $5.98
Clearance Sale $2 75 Were $7.50
44
4t
44
44
44
44
8
6.50
50
3.7s
44
44
44
44
44
44
10
CO
7.50
4 98
9 00,
6.50,5 98
OUR NUN'S VEILING and SCOTCH FLANNEL WAISTS that
Clearance Sale $1.49.
were $1 98
One lot WAISTS, white and ecru lace net, were $3.98 Clearance Sale $2 98
will annexed presented by said Emma E. Park,
Two lots WAISTS, black chillbn taffeta silk,
one of the legatee* named In said will.
Clearance Sale $3.25, $2 75
were $4.98 and 3 98
Orde··» M. Bowker late of Parle, demo tly
large sizes,
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof I One small lot Lawn and Madras WAISTS,
presented by James E. Bowker, the executor
Clearance Sale 79c.
therein named.
Were

$3.98
4 98

Edmund T- Hartford late of Porter, de
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof I
presented by O- A. Morton, the executor tbe eln
named.

Abigail Webster of Sumner, ward: second]
presented for allowance by Willie V.
Redding, guardian.
War ah I>. Hawkins late of Norway, deceased; resignation of Moses P. Stiles, tru-tc,
Hied and petition for the appointment of Eugene
F. Smith as trustee of sala eftate presented by
Stephen B. Cummlngs and Frank H. Beck,
account

trustees.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Pari· E. Roger· late of Porter, drceased;
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Francis A. Fox, executor.

«

Shurtleff late of Paris, defeated; petition for license to sell anil convey
real estate presented by Walter L. Gray, executor.

♦♦♦

Α..

Frank

#

Sumner Sessions late of Woodstock, deceased; second account presented for allowance
by A. Mont Chase, administrator.
Sylvmla Perham late of Woodstock, deceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by Ronello C. Davis,
executor.

I.ucy Chase late of Woodstock, deceased;
petition that A. Mont Chase or some other suit$ «76 S3 able person be appointed a> tr e administrator
cash assets
of tbe estate of said deceased presented by A.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Mont Ch ise, son and belr.
Losses unpaid, resisted and estimated, $ 1,979 00
Sumner Sessions late of Woodstock, de-1
4,800 00
Borrowed money,
0 ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
Due officers
0 remaining In his bands presented by A. Mont
»
All οΟκγ liabilities,..
I
Chase, administrator.
$ 8,779 00
Total nihilities
ADDISON E. IIERR1CR, Judge of said Court. 1
53
670
assets
Net cash
A true copy—Attest:
Premium notes subject to assessment, $205,.135 00
ALBERT D. PARR, Register.
G. W. Q. PERHAM, Secretary,
Me.
Bryant's Pond,
assets,

ITEMS OVER CAREFULLY,
BE SOMETHING YOU NEED.

LOOK THESE
THERE MUST

Gross

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
> In Bankruptcy.
OMRR DUPUI8.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
Omer
of
creditors
Dupuls, In the
To the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
Jan., A. D. 1910, the said Omer Dupuls wan
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that th'. first

meeting of his creditor· will be held at the
office or the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 9th day of Feb, A. D. 1910, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the

■aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly

come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 21, 1910.

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
Bankruptcy
EVERETT M. RESSEY,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Everett M. Besse?, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
Jan., A. D. 1910, the said Everett M. Bessey was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market 8quare, South
Paris, on the 9th day of Feb., A. D. 1910, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 22.1910.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee in P.anknm'cv

{In

For

Place

At

Sale

The newspaper advertising now comprises
announcements, Clearance
Great Bargain
Sales, etc., consequently every one is looking
for a Bargain.

"■

Before You Purchase Elsewhere, Visit Our Stores and
Examine Our Offerings.
It is

well

our
or a

constant aim to

use our

over

show

a

preference

marked

It will

all others in the world.

pleasure

"Queen

to show you the new

have

we now

on

display.

$3.50.

J. F. Plummer,
Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market Sq.,

=

South Paris, Me.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleft & Co.
1

Get

Don't neglect that COUGIL

a

bottle of

Cough Balsam-

Harvard

ν.

(

Its prompt
and stop it before it gets well underway.
will
cold
or
give immediate
use for a slight cough

relief, while

Bargains?

X»

us

women

Prices $2.50, $3.00,

NOTICE.

BLUE STORES.

merits that

Quality" styles

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
of
Thaddeus SESSIONS, late of Milton Plantation,
In (be County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
January 18th, 1910.

payment lmmedlatelv.
Jan. 18th, 1910. CHARLES E. WATERMAN.

to

wearers

shoes is attested by the ever growing
demand. It is only because of their exceptional

afford

Eight
One of the best small places In Paris.
flnUhe l and four unUnlthed rooms, plenty of
closet room, good cellar, city and well water,
for 100 hens,
good large g mien spot, chance
stveral good bearing apple and pear tree".
House Is warm and pie.isant and In good condition, stable for two hordes, carriage room and
wood shed all under cover except hen house.
Close to and between two villages, good neighbors, good place to get work and to seud children
to school, electric car pssses. This place close
Will sell or trade for a
to the fair grounds.
good email farm.
MRS. L. A. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Me.
3tf

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
bas been duly appointed administrator of tbe
estate of
SAMUEL B. WATERMAN, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make

forded

for them

Bargain.

a

THE

SATISFACTION afof Queen Quality

UNIVERSAL

cases

long standing and apparently
yield to its curative power.

of

curable character often
We

recommend it in

especially

troubled with Asthma.

where

cases

in-

one

is

It clears the throat and relieves

the wheezed up condition which is

disagreeable.

so

EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION.
26c.

F.

a

bottle at the

pharmacy

SHURTLEFF &

A.

>.

of

ν»

CO.,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

customers as

little better than elsewhere.

1

Ask to see Our Goods. It's
you. Then do as you like,

F.

H.

B.—Very Low Prices
and

Ladies'

on

Fur

AND BLANKETS,

TRUNKS and BAGS

Men's

Goats.

AT

SOUTH

greatly reduced prices to close out
the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and

Children's Winter Underwear and

Hosiery.

MISS

S.
Millinery

M.

SOUTH PARIS,

and

WHEELER,

Fancy Goods,
-

REASONABLE

W. 0.

HATS

at

MAINE.

ROBES

HARNESS,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

Ν.

YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

CO.,

NOYES

Clothiers and Furnishers,

great-grandchild.

painful

business to show
You are the judgç.

our

AT

PRICES

Frothingham's,

MAINE.

PARIS,

Horse Blanket Sale!
I am selling some great bargains in all styles and grades of Horse
Blankets for the street or stable. I can save you money on a blanket if
you will let me show you my line. I handle the

5-A and Several Other Makes
of Blankets.

My line

is the

largest and

my

prices

are

James N. Favor,
91

Main St,

Norway.

the lowest.

PROP. OP TM«

TUOKIR

HARM···STORB.

Main·

_

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

LIFE'S GREATEST HAPPINESS The Land of
Puzzledom.
Atwood's Bitters

Me.
Colomm, Oxford Democrat, South Purl·,

Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health. The
have earned a great reputrue "L. F."

through sixty years

tation

Your father and

of

used this trusty old
Use it yourself and give

grandfather

remedy and it kept them well.
it to the children. Gives quick relief for
AJI daalar· m11

Free!

**

L F."

3S

Free!

-

Recipe·.

cures.

cat. ·

constipation.

bottU.

Free!

-

The Wars of Skeeing
Winter Sport.1
I|
Our Country
a

bringing the largest number
advertisement to Hobbs'
this
entire
of

THEVarietyί\

PERSON

Store, Norway, Saturday, March
M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
6, 1910, at 3
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertisement for you.

THE person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store. Norway, on or
before Friday, Jan. 28. 1910. at 3 P. M.. will be given a
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

THE EASTERN ARGUS
-»·».

1910

FOR

Daily

"»--*·

No. 788.—Numerical Enigma.
1 am formed of thirty-three letters
fend moi a proverb concerning the
month of March.
My 30. ». 22. 29. ia 3 la a thief.
My S. 10, 2β. β is a part of the face.
My 15. 32. 21. 11 is a piece of paste-

COLONIAL PUDDIHO.J
and
Slice a loaf of Boston brown bread
then
let it dry for two or three day·,
crumble sufficient to make one pint.
the boiling
Bring a quart of milk to
and let
By Albeit Pay*» Tehune
point, pour it over tho ornmb·
them soak for an hour. Beat two egga
well and add to the other ingredients,
boa id.
table*
stir in a pinch of «alt, two
EVER since the
4
not
is
wavering. also
My 25. 27. 20. 1. 7.
of melted butter and a hair
news of Concord
spoonful·
mixed seeded
My 33 is as good as 500.
pint of chopped and
Lexington
and
and
ginger
My 28. 10. 13, 10. 31 is a serf.
preserved
raisins, citron, figs,
whole
the
bad
to a; en»°oth
ail
to
Beat
is
17
14.
repair.
walnuts.
2.
5,
My
English
country been go
a well buttered
in
stone.
a
is
then
12
23.
precious
pour
batter,
Uy 24,
when
stirred
by auy
mold and bake until firm. Turnout
alternate
tidings as by
cold and decorate the top with
For
No. 789.—Enigma.
Fort
of
those
rings of white and chocolate icing.
1 am round, squure: hard, soft; wood, the white icing wet a oupfnl of
Sumter's fall.
ο
was
north
The
flesh, metal: inanimate, alive. I stand ed sugar with two tableepoonfule
and stir
1 travel by milk, then put over a low flame
for centuries in one spot.
dumfouuded and
minutes
five
longer
Boii
it boils.
its
land and sea and. though frequently until
from
woke
the fire, let
without stirring. Take from
?hecked and often roughly bundled,
of comproa teaH
dream
into
beat
then
cool a little,
usually manage to complete my Jour- poonful of vanilla or lemon extract and mise to a realization of the terribly
At times I am too heavy for a continue to beat until it is smooth and
uey.
pressing need. President Lincoln isbeen
on
man to move, yet I have often
creamlike, when press out in rings
sued a call for 75,000 volunteers.
For
lifted and carried by myself. 1 am the pudding using a pastry tube.
The suddenly aroused nation readd four tableepoontirmly attached to my owner, yet have tbe chocolate icing
without delay to Its presisponded
and
the
to
sugar
Dften been sold to the highest bidder fule of grated chocolate
dent's call. By June of 1861 the northof the recipe just given and use
milk
is unclaimed property.
the
was 250.000 strong,
when nearly cold without flf.it beating. ern army
Hard sauce made by beating together a northern nnvy Increased to 69 adequate
the
No. 790.—Homonym.
warships and 1,346 big guns. Patriotcupful of powdered sugar with half
hard white ism flared
Athwart the steamer's course there lay
up in somewhat belated
quantity of butter until a
with
A Caribbean Island.
cream is formed, then flavoring
The north
but no less ardent form.
be
should
Diversified with stream and bay.
and
cinnamon,
grated nutmeg
buzzed with warlike, hurried preparawellBroad plain and wooded highland.
The
this
served with
pudding.
The lady raised her glass to scan
the tions.
whipped whites of two eggs added to
This lovely unknown shore
In
The south was equally active.
butter and sugar will make the sauce
And asked "What Is It?" of the man
much lighter and more delicious.
reply to Lincoln's call for volunteers
Who had been there before.
four more states seceded and Joined
ORANOE MERINGUE PIE
He shut his finger In the book
the
Confederacy. These were Virginia,
I
Florida
knee
That rested on his
Use the large thin-skinned
Arkansas, Tennessee and North Caroare much
And at the landscape deigned to look.
oranges if passible as they
***· ·· ·*·*·.'" said he.
"Oh.
finer flavored. Grate the rind from one lina.
She turned upon him open eyed.
The Confederate soldiers were better
and squeeze the juice from both, etrainWith half reproachful wonder.
the rind drilled and
iug out the seeds, and mix with
equipped and better offi"Why, so * ··** ««·;" she cried.
and a half pound of fine granulated cered than those of the north. Had
"But what's that island yonder?"
of
sugar, adding a large tablespoonful
they made a sudden dash for Washfl jur, then stir in the well beaten yolks
when war was declared the naNo. 791.—A Patchwork Square.
of three eggs and two tableepoonfule of ington
have fallen
Fruit of a tropic tree;
melted butter. Turn into a deep pie tion's capital might readily
borExtremely dry and hot;
which has been lined with puff Into their hands. Several of the
plate
To harass, this will be;
der states-Kentucky, Maryland and
or pie paste made by any preferred
paste
most
A
delightful spot.
Missouri—though nominally loyal to
recipe, and bake until firm in a quick
Beat tbe whites of the eggs until the Uulon. sent many troops to swell
To foretell or portend:
oven.
of
A gem which many prize;
dry and firm with two tableepoonfule
the southern armies.
The raised tloor at one end;
the pie smoothly with
Spread
bugar.
Jefferson Davis Issued an Invitation
if facts were otherwise.
the
to
return
and
part of this meringue
to
not
but
set
to
two
privateers to prey on United States
or
minute
a
oven for
We all possess. 1 think;
retaliated by
"So be It." evermore;
brown, then squeeze the remainder of commerce, and Lincoln
A certain pleasant drink;
the meringue through a pastry tube on declaring nil Confederate ports In a
The fragments left In store.
the first coating in fancy pattern or stute of blockade. The southern capisimple lattice design and set in the oven tal was transferred In May. 1801. from
Dwells In a foreign land;
until slightly tinged with brown.
To firmly state or say:
Moutgouiery to Richmond, Va., where
Is always close at hand;
MAPLE CREAM PUFFS.
large bodies of troops were already
Forever goes astray.
two and one-half cupfuls massing. A ceaseless stream of FedSift

XXXIV.-Gvil War-First
Campaign.

Weekly.

and

together

pinch of salt and half a
rub
teaspoonful of baking powder, then half
iu six tableepoonfule of half lard and
butter and wet to a dough with ice
water. Roll out as thin ae possible, cut
in oblongs and twist these around sections of well washed, sandpapered and
buttered broom baodle, dampening the
edges of the paste and pinching them
toRether. Wet the outside with milk
and sprinkle with granulated sugar, then
bake brown In a quick oven. Pound
maple eugar until It Is as fine as powder-

of flour with a

Full many soldiers bear;
The central portion—heart;
A light, melodious air;
The last or hindmost part.

The Argun for over a century has endeavored to tell the news of the day
in a concise readable manner. It* friends throughout the northern New England
States are thousands because of its fearless, aggressive methods in placing
It has the full Associated Press
before its readers Democratic principle·*.
service and covers the local tield.
If you want a good up-to-date newspaper the Argus fills the bill.

No. 792.—A Swarm of Good Bhi.

A

Τ erm s:

ed sugar. Beat the whites of two eggs
dry and hard, then beat in the maple
of lemon juice.
sugar and a few drops
Fill the pastry muffs with this cream,
a funnel or pastry tube.

Argus in Cumberland County on all rural delivery routes outside of
the city of Portland, $2 00 per year, strictly in advance.
Outside of Cumberland County iu any part of the State, $3 00 per year,
in advance.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, §1 00 iu advance. Clubs of five, 53 00 in advance.

Daily

using

nv

FALL

Sale I

Clearance

GREAT VALUES.
I have

a

large

stock of Pianos th.it have been rented but

Easy

Send for

terms.

catalogs

and

one season

prices.

W. J. WHEELER,

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,

Koop

PLEASE

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

us

a

call.

WE SELL

Our

Paroid

Wagon Paints,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

painte include Impervious,

Roofing-The

best of all

try imitations.

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Liquid Filler,

Heath Jc

Milligan, and

Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

roofings.

Don't

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doora in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

Telephones

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

and Electrical

Supplies—We sell

best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutïi

Paris.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER &

CO.,

South Paris.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

A LOW PRICE

Patents
Design·
Copyrights Ac.

may
description
whether an

Anyone sending a «ketch and
quickly ascertain our opinion free

Invention is probably patentable. t'onnnonlcaUona strictly confidential. HANDBOO* on Patenta
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken tnrougb Munn a Co. receive
tics. « it hoot charge, ta the

Scientific America*.

4 handsomely Illustrated weekly. Ijwstdr
eolation of any sctentlflc tournai. Terms. S3 ·
α ojm
Sold
by all_
four monies
months, #χ.
$L συ·
fur: four

teiSKVrtilfflf1

—

Wool
ο

ON

—

Carpets

close out odd patterns and

up stock.

3eiBree**y,

Γ0»

r St, Washington.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered
any station 011 the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
43tf
at

Chas. F. Ri
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

-

Union armies. He listened to the popular voice and sent General McDowell
with a vanguard of 28,000 men to begin the advance. McDowell, who was
In command of the army statloued in
front of Washington, moved forward

Can you decipher this list of eight
Rull ruu.
CRANBERRY JELLY.
good resolutions which the young lady
It was the first great fight of the
has worked out lu rebus fashion? The
After thoroughly washing a quart of
one-half pint of civil war-α fight In which more men
first oue is "Be back ward in nothing." cranberries, put in
water and cook for ten minutes. Press were engaged on either side thau the
of Uultcd States bad ever put into the
through a colander, add one pounddisNo. 793.—Deletion.
of gelatin
field at one time.
sugar and a teaepoonful
this
is
a
its
very
proper
COMPLETE,
solved in water to help the jelly keep
Early Sunday morning, July 21, 1S61,
individual,
or
stars
canonized
individual
any
name; in fact, a
shape. Mold in
the Uulou troops opened the battle,
rewonderful
h
of
desired.
the chief dignitary
shape
and for two hours it waged, neither
ligious sect numbering many milllous
SCALLOPED POTATOES.
side
gaining any especial advantage.
Delete my center and
of adbereuts.
Pare the potatoes and cut in thin slices Then slowly the Confederates were
recognize "a sprig of the nobility," al- as for Saratoga chips. Pat a layer of driven backward at almost every point
though not the equal of the "CHIEF them in the bottom of a well buttered
Their Hue was hammered Inward, and
DIGNITARY" aforementioned.
baking dish, Vbich can also be used for the road toward Manassas was Jamof
thick
layer
serving, and cover with a
It
with rptreatlng southerners.
grated cheese. Sprinkle with salt and med
No. 794.—Anagram.
of
butter looked like a decisive victory for the
add
a
and
tablespoonful
pepper
bloswhose
upsprlnglng
Fairer than April,
Then make another Union troops.
But at about 3 p. m.
cut in small pieces.
soms
layer of potato, cheese, and seasoning, Generals Jackson,
Are gathered by children for posies;
is filled. The H a m
Fairer than May with her tender green and so on until the dish
ρ t ο u and
last layer should be one of cheese and
tendrils;
Smith came
Klrby
cover
roses.
Fairer than June with her
butter. Bake in a moderate oven;
with strong
up
Fair as a MERMAID IN SUN glinting the
potatoes at first, but later remove Confederate re-enocean;
the cover and allow to brown lightly.
Fairer than dreams, the Ideal,
The
This dish if made from raw potatoes forcemeuts.
Azure skies, fleecy clouds, a sweet golden
will be more appetizing than if cold northern advance
haze.
checked.
was
boiled potatoee were used.
Then the world seems a paradise real.
'1/lien. as more reSARDINE SALAD.
enforcements arNo. 795.—Mathematical Puzzle.
Take a box of sardines and drain the
the southIf teu black counters in a row meas- oil off of them thoroughly by placing rived,
forced
erners
on unglazed
ure eight Inches aud ten white count- them some distance apart
Then separate and wash two their recent vicers measure nine Inches, bow many paper.
The
■talks of celery which should be cut Into tors back.
counters, black aud white mixed, must
inch lengths, and season with salt, pep- tide of the battle
be taken to make a row ten Inches
of
per and vinegar. Arrange the leaves
had turned.
k>Qg?
lettuce on individual salad plates; then
At first the raw
and
place the sardiues on top of them
soldiers reUulou
Conundrums.
added.
be
No. 796.—Musical
lastly the celery should
treated In good
What instrument would be suitable Mayonnaise dressing ehould be served
But soon
For a Scotchman? with this salad which will make it a dish order.
for a fisbermau?
at bui.l run.
a η
uureasonlng
fit for any epicure.
For a druggist? For a farmer?
panic swept their 111 trained ranks.
FUDGE.
In scared,
Retreat changed to rout
Ingredients call for one cupful of
Key to Puzzledom.
the northerners
groups
disorganized
of
grated
No. 780.—Number Sentence; Clio, civ- sugar, three-quarters cupful
order
chocolate, one-half cupful of milk, half threw away all semblance of
il. livid, moil. mill, "eld."
Into Washington
of molaases, and one teaspoonful of and fled pellmell.
No. 781.-Riddles: 1. Fane, feign. 2. gill
vanilla. Boil together for ten minutes, streamed the beaten rubble, fearing
Pane. pain.
or outil a little of it dropped into ice the Confederates were at their heels.
Then
No. 782.-Anagram: Personality.
water becomes hard and brittle.
It was a shameful defeat, and It spread
No. 783.-A Kink Character-Mag-pie. take from the fire and stir until it is
The
horror
throughout the north.
in
4.
mark
squares
Words: 1. Map. 2. Game. 3. Gap.
sugary. Turn out and
losses
were about 2.896. the ConUnion
8. with a greased knife.
7. Page.
6. Pea.
5. Pie.
Gem.
federate about 1,982. The nation was
Image. 9. Imp. 10. Age.
ANOTHER KIND OF FUDGE.
aghast. The south rejoiced, and the
No. 784.—Charade: Cure, all: cureall.
Cook together three cupfuls of sugar, Confederate cause received an incrediNo. 785.—Illustrated Central Acrostic one cupful of milk, half a gill of molasble impetus from the victory.
Crown.
2.
1.
Major.
—John Adams:
se· and one teaspoonfal of vanilla. When
Little more fighting of importance
or
four
about
melted
add
6.
is
Cadthe sugar
3. Bobea. 4. Money. 5. Quail.
sides being busy
five tablespoons of cocoa; then stir and occurred in 1801, botli
dy. 7. Clams. 8. Lambs. 9. Tusks.
fifteen minutes. Remove from establishing their lines and preparing
No. 78β.-Beheadings: Slart, tart. art. boil for
fire and add one teaepoonful of vanilla; for what all now saw would be a life
No. 787 -Prettxion: Τ (ea>. at. eat,
then stir until creamy and pour on but- and death struggle of long duration.
heat, wheat.
Cut in
tered plates.
square-shaped
>

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders* Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Faints,
Barn Faints,
Roof Paints,

ward to speedy and easy victory were
doomed to bitter disappointment. The
People raised
north was impatient.
the cry of "On to Richmond!" urging
the capture of the Confederate capital.
General Scott, then an old and feeble
man. was In chief command of the

|

This
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerVisit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.

second hand instruments

a

PORTLAND. ME.

ANNUAL

αηττρ

eral regiments was tilling Washington
in anticipation of attack. On May 24
the uorth made Its tirst active move.
The Union forces luvaded Virginia,
and the actual war began.
Such northerners as had looked for-

Stir one-half teaepoonful of eoda into
quart can of tomatoes; let stand for
about haif an hour and then add a tea27.833 Confederates, under General
spoonful of onion juice; heat and mash
salt Reaurepard. lay Intrenched. The rival
through a colander, adding enough
and pepper to taste. A pinch of sugar armies* outposts clashed In α skirwill also add to the delicacy of the flavor- mish at Blackburn ford, with α loss of
a
On
ing. In a different saucepan melt
about sixty men on each side.
tablespoonful of butter and Into this July 20 General Johnstone came up
mix a tablespoonful of flour. When
with nine additional regiments and
this mixture begins to bubble, pour in a
southern array.
third at a time, a pint of warm milk. took command of the
Stir until it thickens. Do not mix the Next day the general battle began.
tomatoes with the milk until serving The scene of the encounter was Just
*
time.
west of a narrow stream kuown as

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO.,
99 EXCHANGE STREET.

tau α τα

Ooly a little cold in the bead may be
the beginning of an obstinate case of
Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
to the inflamed stuffed up air-passages.
Price 50c. If you prefer to use an
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm.
It bas all the good qualities of the «olid
form of thia remedy and will rid you of
catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to
dry out the secretion. Price 75c with
spraying tube. All druggists, or mailed
by Ely Bros., 66 Warren Street, New

pieces.

CARAMELS.

CHOCOLATE

Boil steadily
cupgood fire,
ful of unsweetened chocolate (grated);
cupful of cream, one cupful of brown
sugar, one cupful of molasses, and oneWhen the
half of a cup of butter.
mixture becomes hard by being dropped
into ice water, remove from the fire and
pour into a shallow, buttered pan.
over a

one

one

PEANUT CANDY.

Ineeots and Flower·.
on showy Sowers like
the poppy tend to show that Insects
are not always attracted to flowers by
the brightly colored petals, but rather
by the perception—doubtless by means
of suiell—that there Is bouey or pollen
lu these experiments the unopened
flower bud is inclosed in a gauze net
so as to protect It from Insects, and

State»

we

are

a

a

horse, the traveler just mounts a pair
He
of sled runuers and goes afoot.
himself is the horse, the sleigh and the
person who is sleigh riding.
A skee is seven feet long, four inches
wide and very thin, with the front
a

heel.

Que cannot wear

an

Sts.,

other."

attempts

wear.

Successful.

theory that the
world bad au opening for me, and I
went to find it"
"Did you find it Γ
"Oh. yes; I'm In a bole."—Baltimore
American.
A Double Hold.
Miss Moonllte— Er—let me hold the
Mr. Bashphul—What
reins, please.
will 1 do then? Misa Moonllte—Too
might hold the holder of the rein·.—
Boiton Herald.

County Commissioner* for the County
rpHB
I of Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
Iw9, aa provided by law, made actual Inspection
of the County road· duly located and open for
travel lying in unincorporated township· and
tracta of land hereinafter mentioned In tald
County, for the purpose of ascertaining the condition of said roads and estimating the amount
needed to put the same In repair so as to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on said Inspection that said roads were not
In good repair and not safe and convenient for
purpose· of public travel and that a tax should

Gut Flowers, Plants, Ferns,
PORTER ST.. 80UTH PARI·.

j

I
1

I

I

Pleait put

14

190 Main St.

on

your

ljif

A

new

Lot

be assessed on said lands for the repair of said
roads therein ; they do therefore on the 28th day
of December, A. D. 1909, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same are
hereby assessed upon the following lands In unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing through them during tte year
1910, to wit:

Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
The best of
road lea·!
repairing that part of the County which
No old [ OS
lie*
Andover Corner to Upton
from
lng
sum
of seventy-seven dollar
In said Surplus the
goods. Call and see this line. Job- and fifty cents Is assessed aa follow· :
Nol
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

of Plumbing Goods.

TO FIGHT
A WORM !

A million dollars has been

FLORIST. I

E. P. CROCKETT,

letter.

$1,000,000

ordinary

oak woodwork for closets.

Lt. M. Iiongley,
Maine.
Norway,

con·

tributed by John D. Rockfeller for
the extermination of the Hook·
Worm.

Scientists have now proven th.it
the pale anaemic condition and listless inanition of hundreds of thnu·
sands of Southern people is caused by

intestinal worm.
The Hook-Worm is only one of
fifty species of Worms that are known
to infest the human intestines. Many
cases of stomach troubles, blcod iman

Testimonial from Eminent Oculists.

Hebbon, Maine, Dec. 10,1Θ09.
This certifies that Samuel Richards

£

|

S

<

Ι

dis
>
Û
Ζ
h
Henry W. Dunn, part of home1U0 $ lis $ ι ti
stead,
The International Paper Co.,
7625
8200
;·
balance of township,
O

Henry W. Dunn of

And

pÔ

$77

Andover North

fitted roe with glasses about two months plus Is appointed Agent to superintend the «χ.
of the same according to law an U
ago, and I bad my eyes examined by pendlture
required to give bond ae the law directs.
Dr. Holt of the Eye and Ear Infirmary
Andover North Surplua, for the purp'·—
and several other Doctors there, and
repairing so much of the County way ι··.ι
they all agreed that the glasses could lng from Andover Corner to Upton as lies w!t:
said Surplus, and also so much of the Bh
not be improved.
Brook road, so called, as lie· within said
I. W. ELLINGWOOD.
51tf
the sum of fire hundred and thirty sli
plus,
lara and eighty-four cent· Is assessed as follow

ON

Notice of Foreclosure.

Whereas, Henry J. dcalfe of Rnston, Id the
County of Suffolk and Common*.altb of Mass2
achuaetta, and who now resides In aald Roston,
and
did by hU mortgage deed dated May 2nd, A. D.
s
in the Reglttry of Deed· of
Worms. 1905, and rrconied
Chas. Chase, R. L.
shoe with a skee. however. A soft fur and weakness are caused
the Western District of Oxford County, Maine.
homestead,
the
F. True of Auburn, Me., Rook 9S, Psge257, convev to me, the undersigned, Preston P. Austin, homestead, 200
or skin shoe. a leather sock with
Dr.
a certain lot or parcel of land,—together with the
,·
w
300
hair left on. Is worn over woolen socks. was fifty years in advance of his time. buildings thereon, and the furniture and fur- II. A. Lovejoy, homestead,
Chaa. Chase, standing timber
buildings,—situated In the northAn ordinary leather shoe would be far He
and
200
6
this in
on same,
gave nishings In said
Oxford
the
of
In
of Porter,
County
westerly
W. Dunn, old S. Larned
too stiff to allow free motion of the to the world Dr. True's Elixir, which and Statepart
of Maine, bounded
Northerly by Henry
6··
200
100
homestead,
land of John Colby Weeks; easterly by land
foot. The pioueers In our states where
21 r·
2M
700
W. Dunn, homestead,
Worms.
Henry
of Jease Sargent, now of Walter Strgent:
late
6·
400
the
160
from
No.
learned
lots
22Â23,
there Is much snow
Ell Bounds ami Andrew Abbott,
120
3
W
Whenever a laxative is needed, southerly by land formerly of an>!
C. A. Burgees, lot No. 30,
I
now of O. Burleigh Bounds;
westerly by Mrs. Charles
Indians the use of snowshoes. but skee
and
Bartlctt
P.
Dr. True's Elixir should be taken. the new county road, so callcd, which leads past
Γ'
223
Henrv Abbott, lota No. 31Λ32, IriO
traveling Is a great improvement on
Llbby, .wife of Joseph George E. Smith, timber lot,
β
200
160
The Best Tonic Laxa· the bouse late of Maryand
It is not
whereas the condition
Llbbv of Browndeld;
that. The skee is less fatiguing and
Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
In said mortgage Is broken
tive ever devised, but it
11
375
300
on Sawyer Brook,
and
lot
one «-an make much better speed upon
Now, therefore, I hereby give public notice of International Paper Co., E.
from
all animal life
It than upon snowshoes.
15
000
my claim by said mortgage on said rexl estate
Plummer loU 43, 44, 43 à 46, 400
that the condition In said mortgage I* broken, International
and
exist
cannot
mounted
Worms
that,
the system.
Paper Co., lots
The skee Is so built
reason whereof I claim a foreclosure, and
Maraton
and
40,41,42,47,48,
or
downhill
where Dr. True's Elixir is taken.
re this notice for that purpoee.
1000
»><
800
upon It. one can go uphill,
lot,
SEBENO E. D.CURBIKB,
International Paper Co., reInstead of
syrups, or cartharNo. 2. Cedar street,
of
mainder
township except
not take Dr. True's
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.
tic tablets,
9900 12375 371
lota,
24
January 5th, 1010
| public
that is
Elixir? It fulfills
•536
asked of a laxative and also insures
And It Is hereby ordered that the tax asset»
F.
F.
Preston
Austin,
all
Chas.
of
Chase,
against
from your system
the
Lovejoy, Henry w. Dunn, Andrew Abb'
animal life, if any exists
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett a
Henry Abbott, George E. Smith, and E.I. Brow
there.
together with $312M of the taxes of the Interr
are
tlonal
all
Paper Company, amounting In all
to
Children,
I am now
$433.16, be expended upon the road lead:
and fretful from no sorts of
from Andover to Upton, and Kurt Dunn of A
dover North Surplus Is appointed Agent to
other cause than worms. Dr. True's
the same, and is required to give bond
them
Elixir makes
e law directe. And the balance of aald t
strong
assessed against the International Paper CV
and well.
INCLUDING
pany, amounting to $103.68 be expended u;
the Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, afo
a man finds himself listless
said, la appointed agent to expend the san
and without energy ; does not know SECOND HAND FURNITURE. and is required
to give bond as the law dim
Canwhat is the matter with him.
Letter "C" for the purpose
Township
HTARTINO DOWN A HILL.
hand
road, so callI have a lot of second
repairing the Black Brook
not seem to put any force into the
and also the "Cat
lying Insosaid township,
is
few
CarIn
said towns!
A
Ilea
no
vim.
has
over level ground. Learning to skee
which
called,
Road",
Furniture, Sleighs,
day's work ;
the sum of four hundred and nlnetv dollars a 11
Just like balancing oneself upon a pair
treatment with Dr. True's
:
aa
follow·
assessed
other
cents
la
and
twenty-five
of sled runners and then going It. The Elixir will correct these conditions.
for
hand
second
new
and
learner carries a long stick, changing
It from one hand to the other, as be
sale.
needs it to aid in the balancing or to
>
the
%
for goods when bought
Cash
stick In the hard snow to regulate hie
Union Water Power Co, of
the
and I sell for same.
W«
mo
speed. Expert skeers hardly use
Lewlston, <iam, lot and build·
200 $7000 1129:
Inge,
stick at all. though It Is nearly alwaj^
If you have
you wish to T. U. Coe, one-third, David Pincarried. Upon these runuers It is easy
Wheatland
Maria
Ann
sale bring (free.
se'l or have sold at
hour
and Anna P. Peabody, twowith
to travel eight or nine miles an
thirds of remainder of said
it in.
and to keep up this g-iit several h<«urs.
township except public lota, 19900 13800 3*

general debility
by

poverishment
John

1S51

recognized

positively Expels
only

j

absolutely
(worms)

expels

pills,
why

a

everything

Rooms

Auction

expulsion
pernicious

frequently

especially,
sickly, peevish

buy

prepared

STOCKS OF GOODS

healthy,

Kind

—

—

Many

ON

days'

COUGH

"Not wort 1ι κ rush" is. as a popular
the predecessor of the now
worth a
more cum mon simile "not
straw." In piwarpet day»· It was the
custom to strew the floors of dwelling
houses. When guests of rank were entertained fresh rushes were spread for
them, but folk of lower degree had to
be content with rushes that had al-

ready been used, while

si

paid

LUNC8

CURE

saying.

anything
private

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR C8ÛSÎ8

I handle real estate, buying
also surety bonds.

«rfSfe.

Albert D. Park.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Indigestion.

No stomach

dosing—breathe the pleasant,

healing, germ-killing ail of Hyomei, and cure
CATARRH, COUGHS, COLDS. CIOUF.
SOIE THROAT. BIOHCHITU. ETC.

Q Complete outfit, including hard rubber inhaler, $1.00, on money-bade clan. Extra
bodies, 50c. Druggists everywhere, and by

F.

SHURTLEFF

A.

^i·'
V

v

J

NORWAY, MAINE.

Picture Frames

sufferers of South

Catarrh
&

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

WLDOUGUS

and Pictures,

"The equipment for wheat cleansing:
Is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purposes.
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
in Its appcarance."
Prop. Wh. Jago.
in National Altuciatiun Btviru.

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

Sepia

William Tell
For Sale

Mouldings s,J.

&

Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags-is done by clean, bright machinery.
Note bow much purer William Tell Is
than other flour·. This means wheat
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has* the brilliant
bloom such as only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on having—

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFS,

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

SOUTH PARIS

Nicholt St.,

with

a

resolution to pay all bills and settle all accounts
BY CHECK ON

Norway National Bank

The

Norway, Maine.

of

You will thus be provided with a record of payments
be useful if disputes arise. In any event you have an
receipt for the money paid.

which will

indisputable

THIS BANK SOLICITS YOUB ACCOUNT
WHETHER IT IS LABGE OB SMALL.
Itsoffiars always welcome an opportunity to talk over banking
matters, and to discuss the advantages offered by this Bank. The
size of the account is not material. We desire your business.
C. Ε HuLT,
C. Ν. ΤΓΑβ,
SMITH,
Ε. E. ANDREWS,
W. SANBORN,
L. S. BILLINGS,
parl,.
{
WALTER L. GRAY, I

H. D.
F.

c. If.

TVBBS, Pre.id«»t.

C. F.

HOLT, V.pre.ldent.

Π. D.

smith,

A
m

caahur.

$60,000.00

Capital,

26,000.00
Surplus,
Undiv. Profits, 26.000.00

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

"SUPERIOR TO OTHER MAKES."
"I have worn W. L. Douglas shoe* for the
past tlx years, and always find they are far
superior to all other high trade ahoes In style,
comfort and durability." W. O. JONE8.
119 Howard Av·.. Utlca. Ν. Y.
If I could take you into my large factories at Brockton, Mass., and show you

how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
made, you would realize why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and
are of greater value than
any other make.
CAUTION—See that W. L. Douglas name and prie·
at- a·—·—
An tha hnitnm
r*V.«-

Ifl

—

J. F. Plummer, so. Psris.

0

Subllc

directs.

Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the pnrpost
of repairing the only County road therein,
the sum of thirty-eight dollar· and eighty-seven
cents Is assessed as follows :

NORWAY.

MAINE.

will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but admires them; no one but is
interested in the price.

C.

E.

•OUTH PARI·,

y\

quality

TOLMAN

and

ρ
I
Ο

I·
Έ
&

I
β

«

§

<

ο

Ά

Leforest Connor, lot 3. R. 7, A
17S
E. 1-2 of 4, R. 7,
Allison Brown, W. 1-2of 4, Κ. 7,
100
A Ν. Ε. 1-4 of S. R. 7,
M Α. A E. S. Stowell, 3. E. 12
of 5, R. 7, A 8. W. 15 of 3, R.
100
7, A 1-2 of β, R. 7,
Est. A. 8. Bean, lots 1 A 2 In R.
5, and parts of lots 3,4, 5 A β,
R 5, 4 A 9, R. β, and 4, R. 8,
and N. E. M 1, R. 6, and lot 7
In R. 7, and part of β in R. 7, 723
C. 8. Edwards Est., lots 8 A 9,
17S
R. ft,
and
EU Peabody
Hastings
180
Brothers, Iota 1,2 A 3. R. 8,
C. E. Valentine, Ν. W. 1-4 lot 5,
13
R. 7,
Ralph W. Bean, lot* 3 A 3, R. β, 200
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, R 7.
D. A. Farwell. N. W. 1-4 1, R. 6, 28
Frank Farwell Est., 8. W. M 1,
23
R. β,
Ada L. Farwell, 8. E. Ul, R.6, 25
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
β
R. 7,
Allison Brown, ▲. W. Stiles
900
lots,
100
Henry 8tllea, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
R. 4,
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1.
30
R.4.
Fletcher I. Bean, part loti, R. 4, 10
W.C. Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
100
Roscoe F. Cross, lot 5, R. β,

s
s
f
>

»

L
t"

$800 $ 3 C»
DUO

3"

500

2

3'

1500

17 3

400

20

500

2 ν

174
200
50
50

1

87

ru

21
33
:5

50
60
100

Su

iso
400

:ι
2 ιθ

100

50

50
50
50
200

ί'ι
?
1

(.<

$3^7

And Allison Brown of Fryeburg A cade
Grant la appointed Agent to superintend t:
expenditure of the same and is required to glv«.
bond as the law dlrocta.

the sum of one hundred and flftv-seven dollar»
and nineteen cents la assessed aa follows :

?

χ

>.··«·

M
Χ
Ο
Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma1000
son lot» β. 7. 8 A 9, R. 1,
Samo owners, balance of township draining Into the Androscoggin river north of Berlin
28Î0
Falls. Ν. H
100
True Estes, 1 2 lot 9, R. 13,
for
Demerltt A Hall,
Ingalla
400
homestead,
Est. of Alonzo Flfleld, homea'd, 800
200
J A. Twaddell,
Stlllman N. Llulehale, homes'd, 800
Fred Gorman. W. Mlot2,B.B, 80
60
G. F. Mttlcha'e, homestead.
200
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 18,
200
Seth Walker, lot S. R. 9,
Hastings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
200
and Γ2 lot 9, R. 13,
International Paper Co., bal. of
township except public lota, 18943

Η

>

$2000 $10 50

8000
100

* 23
33

6C0
1000
180
1000
78
900
200
200

313

5 25
1Λ
8 25
39
1 OA
1 <tt
1 06

275

1 44

18946

99 43

$137 It
Augustus G. Llttlehale of Riler Plantation
la appointed Agent to superintend tne expenditure of said tax and la required to give bond as
And

the law directs.

And It la hereby ordered that said aaaesament
be publiabed as tne law requires.
Dkan A. Ballard,
) County Comr*·
of the
Wellington II. Eastman, J
IIenkv D. Hammond,
) Co. of Oxford.
A true copy—attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
the
of
executor
been
duly
appointed
last will and testament of
SARAH J. MARTIN, late of Oxford,
in the Coonty of Oxford, deoeaaed. All persona having demands againat the estate of aald
deceased are desired to present the aame for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
December 21st, 1909. FRANK P. MARTIN.

Man and Wife.

LOYERS OF MUSIC

We will give you
at the same time.

β

i«

Riley Plantation for the purpose of repair

Director· :

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MENS FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.

::

Ing the road In said Plantation running αρ
ON
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman

Start the New Year

CO.

Citantes aod beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Vails to Beator· Ο ray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Cons scalp diseases a hair falling.
tOc, and >1.00 at Druggists

$49u

hereby ordered that the tax assex I·
against the Union Water Power Co., ($129.30)
expended on the Black Brook Road In said tow
•hip, and Burt Dunn of Andover North 8urp!
1» appointed Agent to expend the name and I»
required to give bond.
The tax assessed against Coe etale, ($.)&).73) to
be expended on the Carry Road In eald townIs apship, and Albert Jenne of Roxbury bond
aa
pointed Agent, and la required to give
the law requires.
,N "C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
from
\ / so much of the County road leading
Andover to Upton a· lies In eald Surplus, the
follows:
sum of dfty dollar* Is aeseiecd
Bine
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Ann
angor, and two-thirds by David Plngree,
Maria Whoatknd and Anna P. Peabody,
Burt
Duno,
and
of
*um
dollars;
the
tlfty
the
aforesaid, Is appointed Ageat to expend law
same and Is required to give bond aa the
It le

ON

When F. A. Shurtleff & Co. state that
they have a remedy that is guaranteed
to care any man or woman who entiers
from food fermentation which causes
belohing, sour stomach, gas eructations,
heartburn and that lump of lead feeling
in the abdomen or money baok what are

Q

Optician.

LowestPrices in Oxlord County.

Relief In Five Minutes and Permanent Cure or Money Back.

AaraiteeH
tocure

gell-

Auction room», No. 2, Western Ave.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

ill humbler

Paris and vicinity going to do about it?
The name of this most remarkable
It's a
stomach prescription is Mi-o-na.
certain cure for indigestion or stomach
disorders. Here is one opinion:
"I have been troubled with indigestion for more than a year. I bought one
Now I
box of Mi-o-na and it cured me.
would not be without a box in tho house
for $50 00. It saves a lot when you can
be cured for 50 cents."—Arthur Sederquest, β Nichols St., Wakefield, Mass.,
Nov. 7, 1909.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets cost 50 cents
a box at druggists everywhere and at
P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s.
Booth's Pills will give constipation
sufferers a joyful surprise. 25c.

or

ing,

persons had noue, as not even being
"worth a rush."-London Standard.

the poor stomach

goods

riages

Κ ILL

when it expands the petals are care-

"1 started out on the

OXFORD, ta:
Court of County Commissioner·, December tee
•ion, A. D. 1900, held at Pari·, within and for
the aald County of Oxford, on the laatTueadav
of December, A. D. 1900, being the 28tb day of
•aid month.

AT THE GREENHOUSE.

ends curved upwurd like sled runners.
It is made of light very strong wood.
Two straps bind the runner to the
foot, one over the .ce. the other at the

Experiments

"Why. Blanche, how can you think
that of me? Tour uncle is nothing to
me.
I would marry you no matter
from whom you inherited the money."
~Der Floh.

prescription,

popular

winter sport from Norway and Sweden. In Scandinavia all tbe people—
When
men. women uud children—ekee.

the Norwegians migrated to our northwest they brought with them their national w lu ter si>ort of skeeing.
Skees are like broad, tiat runners,
Instead of sitting in a sleigh drawn by

The MtMorlben hereby give aottoe that Iter
have ben duly appointed executors of the last
will Md tecum eat of
ADELBEBT DELANO, late of Ce ηtoo,
la lb· County of Oxford, deceased, aad fives
bonds as the law dlreota. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deoeaaed are
dealred to preaeat the same for Mttleaent, and
aQ Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ILL» DELANO.
B. A. DELANO.
• December 90th, 1900.

symptoms and he.will tend you A
IUWW.1.V that will do you
wi medicine
courte of
COUIW
4
so at
good and the
more of
any time should you want
the treatment you can fet it from

tbe United

granite kettle one fully removed without touching the recupful of granulated sugar, one cupful maining parts with the fingers (for
Xork.
of molasses, a piece of butter about the bees avoid a flower If the smell of husize of an egg, and one tablespoonful of man
Legal Oddities.
fingers is left on it), and the petallemon juloe. While this is cooking, preas
"You want news," the member of the
less flowers receive practically
not
have
if
the
prethey
peanuts,
bar said to the Times representative. pare
Insect visits as untouched flowmany
the
Remove
been
prepared.
"How will some odd court décidons, re- viously
shells and brown skins and spread pro- ers do.
cently rendered, go? Out in Idaho, while
Then
on shallow buttered tins.
fusely
a
trial
a jury waa kept together during
Disinterested Affection.
with salt and set in the oven for
the members were attended by a barber, aprinkle
"I'm afraid. Edward, you're marryfive minutes In ordar that they
about
the
bill
io
a
who brought
against
county
The ing me only because I've Inherited
and brown.
and it was decided that it was not a may become crisp
is tested by dropping it in ice from my uncle 100,000 crowns."
oandy
a
woman
Iowa
In
necessary expense.
Cook together in

and when it shows brittle in the
refused to pay her husband's board and water
water It Is a sign that it Is done and can
the court aaid that she waan't liable.
be removed. This is poured over the
In Texas, In a case of homicide, it~was
and before it is cold must be
shown that a base ball bat Is not a dead- peanuts
marked into squares.
ly weapon, and in the absence of anySCOTCH.
BUTTER
thing to show that there was Intent to
kill the person using the bat could not be
Boil briskly together, one cupful of
clean
atstrenuous
a
In
convicted.
Maryland
molasses, one cupful of sugar, two cuptempt was made to prove that the natural fuls of butter, and the juice of one
of
God*
act
was
'an
a
of
building
decay
lemon. Be sure to stir this mixture all
in a meaning of a provision In a lease, the time while it is
cooking. If it bebut the court held that as a cause deoay comes brittle
by being put Into ice water
waa not in it with lightning, storm and
then it is time to take it off the stove.
froat. In the same court, if I mistake
Pour into a buttered tin of a size that
not, a guardian bad himself judged will make the
candy about one-fourth of
faulty for investing his ward's funds in an inob thick when poured oat. Mark
a bank that failed when be might have
Into square· or sticks while warm, ao
chosen a safe bank."
that when cold it will break easily.
"Doe· she excel In oomedy or tragFine tortoiae ahell combs and pins are
#dyf"
the the favorite head ornament· for evening
"In each when she

MAINE.

parts of
borrowing

Iir the northern

gr*nnlat;

ÏI

Fine

save

you money

Working people without children, sge 40 to
about 88; man a farmer or mechanic, of good
habits and easy to get along with; the woman
good disposition anu a clean, neat housekeeper.

respectable,

Now matter how poor If honest and
such people can And a good home and a good
propoaltlon If looked for at once. No sick ones,
no di gs and cats, no hoodlums and bo rum.
Wanted, a chance to get a good home easy.

Wilteorcallatonce.
C. C. DEARBORN, The Saw Man.
Bryant's Pond, Me.

jtf

W· Do all Kind· of....

A

COMPANY,

....

MAIN·.

JOB PRINTING.
A Fort·· «mMi flwta.

